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Chapter 1
Introduction
Every CMOS VLSI chip that is produced needs to be tested to ensure it was manu-
factured correctly. Test and possible debug has always been a challenging task that
accompanies across the entire chip design and production process. This involves adding
test features in normal design stage so as to benefit test convenience and test cost
reduction in subsequent test stage. Fault models are created based on silicon failure
mode, by the help of which, automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) tools generate
test vectors that are applied to testers for detecting or debugging fault when silicon is
ready. Test quality and test cost are two main considerations for a specific test pattern
set. Another critical concern has to do with time and power related issues, especially
with the technology feature size of devices and interconnects shrink to 45 nanometers
and below. It becomes more and more challenging for designs to meet timing constraint
and power budget not only in functional mode, but also in test mode.
The introduction section in this work stresses the importance of VLSI testing,
provides an overview of test generation procedure as well as design-for-test (DFT)
structures, and also covers the topics of delay testing, low power design and testing
techniques.
1
21.1 Importance of VLSI Testing
According to Moore’s law [1], the number of transistors integrated per square inch on a
die would double every 18 months. VLSI devices with many millions of transistors are
commonly integrated in today’s computers and electronic appliances. With feature size
shrinking, the operating frequencies and clock speeds are escalated too. The reduction
in feature size increases the probability that a manufacturing defect in the IC will
result in a faulty chip. A very small defect can easily result in a faulty transistor or
interconnecting wire, which in turn makes the entire chip fail to function properly or at
the required operating frequency. As defects introduced in manufacturing process are
inevitable, testing is required to guarantee fault-free products. Testing consists of three
different levels depending on the manufacturing stage, from chip-level test, to printed
circuit board (PCB) test, till system test with testing cost increased by an order of
magnitude when each stage up [2]. To reduce the cost of test and avoid unnecessary
recall, it is important to ensure testing quality at the fundamental VLSI chip level.
The diagram shown in Figure 1.1 illustrates the simplified IC production flow.
In the design phase, the test modules are inserted in the netlist and synthesized in
both logic and physical phases. Designers set timing margin carefully to account for
the difference between simulation and actual operation mode, such as uncertainties
introduced by process variation, temperature variation, clock jitter, etc. However, due
to imperfect design and fabrication process, there are variations and defects that make
the chip violate this timing margin and cause functional failure in field. Logic bugs,
manufacturing error and defective packaging process could be the source of errors. It is
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Fig. 1.1: Simplified IC design, fabrication and test flow [3].
thus mandatory to screen out the defective parts and prevent shipping them to customers
to reduce custom returns.
Nowadays, the information collected from testing is used not only to screen de-
fective products from reaching the customers, but also to provide feedback to improve
the design and manufacturing process (see Figure 1.1 [3]). In this way, VLSI testing
also improves manufacturing yield level and profitability.
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1.2 Test Cost and Product Quality
Although high test quality is preferred, it always comes at the price of high test cost.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the cost of test has been on par with the cost of silicon manu-
facturing, and would eventually surpass the latter, according to roadmap data given in
[4]. The concepts VLSI yield and product quality are introduced in this Section. These
concepts, when applied in electronic test, lead to economic arguments that justify the
use of DFT [5].
The physical implementation of a VLSI device is very complicated. Figure 1.3
illustrates the microscopic world of the physical structure of an IC with six levels of
interconnections and effective transistor channel length of 0.12μm [6]. Any small piece
of dust or abnormality of geometrical shape can result in a defect. Defects are caused
by process variations of random localized manufacturing imperfections. Process varia-
tions affecting transistor channel length, transistor threshold voltage, metal interconnect
5Fig. 1.3: IBM CMOS integrated circuit with six levels of interconnections and effective
transistor channel length of 0.12μm [6].
width and thickness, and intermetal layer dielectric thickness will impact logical and
timing performance. Random localized imperfections can result in resistive bridging
between metal lines, resistive opens in metal lines, improper via formation, etc.
A chip with no manufacturing defect is called a good chip. Some percentage of
the manufactured devices are expected to be faulty because of manufacturing defects.
The yield of a manufacturing process is defined as the percentage of acceptable parts
among all parts that are fabricated, as shown in Equation (1.1):
yield =
Number of acceptable parts
Total number of parts fabricated
(1.1)
When ICs are tested, the following two undesirable situations may occur:
61. A faulty device appears to be a good part passing the test.
2. A good device fails the test and appears as faulty.
These two outcomes are often due to a poorly designed test or the lack of DFT. As a
result of the first case, even if all products pass acceptance test, some faulty devices
will still be found in the manufactured electronic system. When test faulty devices
are returned to the IC manufacturer, they undergo failure mode analysis (FMA) for
possible improvements to the IC development and manufacturing processes [7]. The
ratio of field-rejected parts to all parts passing quality assurance testing is referred to
as the reject rate, also called the defect level as defined in Equation (1.2).
reject rate =
Number of faulty parts passing final test
Total number of parts passing final test
(1.2)
For a given device with a fault coverage T , the defect level is given by the Equation
(1.3). The authors in [8] showed that defect level DL is a function of process yield Y
and fault coverage FC, as shown in Equation (1.4).
DL(T ) = Y (T )−Y (1)
Y (T ) = 1−
Y (1)
Y (T )
(1.3)
DL = 1− Y (1−FC) (1.4)
The defect level provides an indication of the overall quality of the testing process
[9] [10] [11]. Generally speaking, a defect level of 500 parts per million (PPM) may
be considered to be acceptable, whereas 100 PPM or lower represents high quality.
Assume the process yield is 50% and the fault coverage for a device is 90% for the
given test sets. According to Equation (1.4), DL = 1 − 0.5(1−0.9) = 0.067. This
means that 6.7% of shipped parts will be defective or the defect level of the products
7is 67,000 PPM. On the other hand, if a DL of 100 PPM is required for the same
process yield of 50%, then the fault coverage required to achieve the PPM level is
FC = 1 − (log(1 − DL)/log(Y )) = 0.99986. Because it could be extremely difficult,
if not possible, to generate tests that have 99.986% fault coverage, improvements over
process yield might become mandatory in order to meet the stringent PPM goal.
1.3 Test Generation
Testing typically consists of applying a set of test stimuli to the inputs of the CUT
while analyzing the output responses, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. Circuits that produce
the correct output responses for all input stimuli pass the test and are considered to be
fault-free. Those circuits that fail to produce a correct response at any point during the
test sequence are assumed to be faulty.
1.3.1 Structural vs. Functional Test
There are generally two types of test stimuli: functional and structural. The difference
is the former relies on selected stimuli to exercise circuit functions or just simply use
exhaustive input combinations to traverse all possible input situations, while the later
exercises the minimal set of faults on each line of the circuits, which rely on the fault
model [10]. Suppose a 64bit ripple-carry adder design has 129 inputs and 65 outputs,
a complete set of functional tests will has 2129 = 214, 863, 536, 422, 912 patterns. Using
1GHz ATE, it would take 2.15 × 1032 years. For structural test, as one bit adder has
only 27 equivalent faults, thus 64bit adder has 64×27 = 1728 faults (tests), which takes
0.000001728 second on 1GHz ATE. Thus we can see the advantage and importance of
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Fig. 1.4: Testing stimuli and response.
structural testing.
1.3.2 Fault Model
Fault modeling is the process of modeling defects at higher levels of abstraction in the
design hierarchy. As the sheer number of defects that one may have to deal with actual
physical defects level may be overwhelming. For example, a chip made of 50 million
transistors could have more than 500 million possible defects. Therefore, to reduce the
number of faults and, hence, the testing burden, one can go up in the design hierarchy,
and develop fault models which are perhaps less accurate, but more practical. Generally,
a good fault model should satisfy two criteria:
1. It should accurately reflect the behavior of defects.
2. It should be computationally efficient in terms of fault simulation and test pattern
generation.
Many fault models have been proposed [12], but, unfortunately, no single fault
model accurately reflects the behavior of all possible defects that can occur. As a results,
a combination of different fault models is often used in the generation and evaluation of
test vectors and testing approaches developed for VLSI devices. For a given fault model
there will be k different types of faults that can occur at each potential fault site (k=2
9for most fault models). A given circuit contains n possible fault sites.
For single-fault model situation, the total number of possible single faults is given
by Equation (1.5):
Number of single faults = k × n (1.5)
For multiple-fault model, the total number of possible single faults is given by
Equation (1.6). Each fault site can have one of k possible faults or be fault-free, hence
the (k+1) term. The latter term (“-1”) represents the fault-free circuit, where all n
fault sites are fault-free.
Number of multiple faults = (k + 1)n − 1 (1.6)
While the multiple-fault model is more accurate than the single-fault model, the
number of possible faults becomes impractically large. However, it has been shown that
high fault coverage obtained under single-fault model will result in high fault coverage
for multiple-fault model [10]. Therefore, the single-fault model is typically used for test
generation and evaluation. Here is a list of well-known and commonly used fault models.
• Stuck-at faults: A fault transforms the correct value on the faulty signal line to
appear to be stuck at a constant logic value, either a logic 0 or a logic 1, referred to
as stuck-at-0 (SA0) or stuck-at-1 (SA1), respectively. This faults affects primary
inputs (PIs), primary outputs (POs), internal gate inputs and outputs, fan-out
stems and branches.
• Transistor faults: At the switch level, a transistor can be stuck-open or stuck-
short, respectively. The stuck-at fault model cannot accurately reflect the behavior
10
of the transistor faults in CMOS logic circuits because of the multiple transistors
used to construct CMOS logic gates. Generally, a stuck-open fault in a CMOS
combinational circuit requires a sequence of two vectors for detection rather than a
single test vector for a stuck-at fault. The IDDQ testing which monitors the steady-
state power supply current is adopted to detect transistor stuck-short faults.
• Bridging faults [13]: A short between two elements is referred to as a bridging
fault. These elements can be transistor terminals or connections between tran-
sistors and gates. This model can be interpreted as wired-AND/wired-OR or
dominant bridging fault at different situations. Since there are O(n2) potential
bridging faults, they are normally restricted to signals that are physically adjacent
in the design.
• Delay faults: A fault that causes excessively delay along a path such that the
total propagation delay faults outside the specified limit. Delay faults have become
more prevalent with decreasing feature sizes. Two types of delay fault models are
widely used: transition-delay fault (TDF) [14] and path-delay fault (PDF) [15].
There are two transition faults associated with each gate in TDF: a slow-to-rise
fault and a slow-to-fall fault. PDF considers the cumulative propagation delay
along a signal path through the CUT.
1.3.3 Automatic Test-Pattern Generation (ATPG)
In the early 1960s, structural testing was introduced and the stuck-at fault model was
employed. A complete ATPG algorithm, called the D-algorithm, was first published
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[16]. The D-algorithm uses a logical value to represent both the ”good” and the ”faulty”
circuit values simultaneously and can generate a test for any stuck-at fault, as long as
a test for that fault exists. Although the computational complexity of the D-algorithm
is high, its theoretical significance is widely recognized. The next landmark effort in
ATPG was the PODEM algorithm [17], which searches the circuit primary input space
based on simulation to enhance computation efficiency. Since then, ATPG algorithms
have become an important topic for research and development, many improvements
have been proposed, and many commercial ATPG tools have appeared. For example,
FAN [18] and SOCRATES [19] were remarkable contributions to accelerating the ATPG
process. Underlying many current ATPG tools, a common approach is to start from a
random set of test patterns. Fault simulation then determines how many of the potential
faults are detected. With the fault simulation results used as guidance, additional
vectors are generated for hard-to-detect faults to obtain the desired or reasonable fault
coverage. The International Symposium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS) announced
combinational logic benchmark circuits in 1985 [20] and sequential logic benchmark
circuits in 1989 [21] to assist in ATPG research and development in the international
test community. A major problem in large combinational logic circuits with thousands
of gates was the identification of undetectable faults. In the 1990s, very fast ATPG
systems were developed using advanced high-performance computers which provided a
speed-up of five orders of magnitude from the D-algorithm with 100% fault detection
efficiency. As a result, ATPG for combinational logic is no longer a problem; however,
ATPG for sequential logic is still difficult because, in order to propagate the effect of a
12
fault to a primary output so it can be observed and detected, a state sequence must be
traversed with the fault undertaken. For large sequential circuits, it is difficult to reach
100% fault coverage in reasonable computational time and cost unless DFT techniques
are adopted [22].
1.3.4 Fault Simulation
A fault simulator emulates the target faults in a circuit in order to determine which
faults are detected by a given set of test vectors. Because there are many faults to
emulate for fault detection analysis, fault simulation time is much greater than that
required for design verification. To accelerate the fault simulation process, improved
approaches have been developed in the following order. Parallel fault simulation [23]
uses bit-parallelism of logical operations in a digital computer. Thus, for a 32-bit ma-
chine, 31 faults are simulated simultaneously. Deductive fault simulation [24] deduces
all signal values in each faulty circuit from the fault-free circuit values and the circuit
structure in a single pass of true-value simulation augmented with the deductive pro-
cedure. Concurrent fault simulation [25] is essentially an event-driven simulation to
emulate faults in a circuit in the most efficient way. Hardware fault simulation acceler-
ators based on parallel processing are also available to provide a substantial speed-up
over purely software-based fault simulators. For analog and mixed-signal circuits, fault
simulation is traditionally performed at the transistor level using circuit simulators such
as HSPICE. Unfortunately, analog fault simulation is a very time-consuming task and,
even for rather simple circuits, a comprehensive fault simulation is normally not feasible.
This problem is further complicated by the fact that acceptable component variations
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must be simulated along with the faults to be emulated, which requires many Monte
Carlo simulations to determine whether the fault will be detected. Macro models of
circuit components are used to decrease the long computation time. Fault simulation
approaches using high-level simulators can simulate analog circuit characteristics based
on differential equations but are usually avoided due to lack of adequate fault models.
In general, fault simulation may be performed for a circuit and a given sequence
of pattern to 1) compute the fault coverage, and/or 2) determine the response for
each faulty version of the circuit for each vector. In a majority of cases, however,
fault simulation is performed to only compute the fault coverage. In such cases, fault
simulation can be further accelerated via fault dropping. Figure 1.5 illustrates the
process of fault simulation for test generation and fault dropping.
1.4 Design for Testability (DFT) Structure
The testability of combinational logic decreases as the level of the combinational logic
increases. A more serious issue is that good testability for sequential circuits is difficult
to achieve. Because many internal states exist, setting a sequential circuit to a required
internal state can require a very large number of input events. Furthermore, identifying
the exact internal state of a sequential circuit from the primary outputs might require a
very long checking experiment. Hence, a more structured approach for testing designs
that contain a large amount of sequential logic is required as part of a methodical design
for testability (DFT) approach [26].
The DFT is categorized into two main techniques:
14
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Fig. 1.5: Fault simulation for test generation.
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1. Ad hoc techniques: which relies on making local modifications to a circuit in a
manner that is considered to result in testability improvement. But these efforts
are local, not systematic and not methodical. It is also difficult to predict how
long it would take to implement the required DFT features. Some examples of
ad hoc techniques: test point insertion, large circuit partition in to small blocks,
avoid combination feedback loops, avoid asynchronous logic, etc.
2. Structured approach: which was introduced to allow DFT engineers to follow a
methodical process for improving the testability of a design. It is easily incor-
porated as part of the design flow and can yield the desired results. To date,
electronic design automation (EDA) vendors have been able to provide sophisti-
cated DFT tools to simplify and speed up DFT tasks. The common structured
methods include: scan, partial scan, built-in-self-test (BIST) and boundary scan.
1.4.1 Test Point Insertion
Test point insertion (TPI) uses testability analysis to identify the internal nodes where
test points should be inserted, in the form of control or observation points.
Figure 1.6 and 1.7 show examples of observation point insertion and control point
insertion respectively. In Figure 1.6, there are 3 nodes: A, B and C are hard to be
observed in the logic circuit. A group of shift registers: OP1, OP2 and OP3 are added
to improve the observability. OP2 gives the structure of an observation point composed
of a multiplexer (MUX) and a D flip-flop. A, B, C are connected to the 0 port of the
MUX in an observation point, and all observation points are serially connected into an
16
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Fig. 1.6: Test point insertion: from observation point side [27].
observation shift register using the 1 port of the MUX. When SE is 0 and the clock
CK is applied, the logic values of the low-observability nodes are captured into the D
flip-flops. When SE is set to 1, the D flip-flops within OP1, OP2, and OP3 operate as a
shift register, allowing us to observe the captured logic values through OPoutput during
sequential clock cycles. As a result, the observablity of the circuit nodes is greatly
improved.
In Figure 1.7, the original connection at a low-controllability node is cut, and a
MUX is inserted between the source and destination ends. During normal operation,
SE is set to 0, so that the value from the source end drives the destination end through
the 0 port of the MUX. During test, SE is set to 1 so that the value from the D flip-
flop drives the destination end through the 1 port of the MUX. Required values can
be shifted into CP1, CP2 and CP3 using CPinput and used to control the destination
17
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Fig. 1.7: Test point insertion: from control point side [27].
ends of low-controllability nodes. As a result, the controllability of the circuit nodes is
dramatically improved.
1.4.2 Scan Design Cell
A scan cell has two different input source: data input, is driven by the combinational
logic of the circuit, while the second input, scan input, is driven by the output of
another scan cell in order to form scan chains. Thus a scan cell operates in two modes:
normal/capture mode and shift mode. There are two widely used scan cell designs:
muxed-D scan and level-sensitive scan design (LSSD) [28], as shown in Figure 1.8 and
1.9 respectively. Figure 1.8(a) shows an edge-triggered muxed-D scan cell design. This
scan cell is composed of a D flip-flop and a multiplexer. The multiplexer uses a scan
enable (SE) input to select between the data input (DI) and the scan input (SI). In
18
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Fig. 1.8: Edge-triggered muxed-D scan cell design and operation: (a) edge-triggered
muxed-D scan cell, and (b) sample waveforms.
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Fig. 1.9: LSSD design and operation: (a) level sensitive scan cell, and (b) sample
waveforms.
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normal/capture mode, SE is set to 0. The value present at the data input DI is captured
into the internal D flip-flop when a rising clock edge is applied. In shift mode, SE is
set to 1. The SI is now used to shift in new data to the D flip-flop while the content
of the D flip-flop is being shifted out. Sample operation waveforms are shown in Figure
1.8(b).
Major advantages of using muxed-D scan cells are their compatibility to modern
designs using single-clock D flip-flops, and the comprehensive support provided by ex-
isting design automation tools. The disadvantage is that each muxed-D scan cell adds
a multiplexer delay to the functional path.
In LSSD, clocks MCK, SCK, and TCK are applied in a non-overlapping manner,
as shown in Figure 1.9(a). In shift mode, clocks TCK and SCK are used to latch scan
data from the scan input I and to output this data onto +L1 and then latch the scan
data from latch L1 and to output this data onto +L2, which is then used to drive
the scan input of the next scan cell. Sample operation waveforms are shown in Figure
1.9(b). The major advantage of using an LSSD scan cell is that it allows us to insert
scan into a latch-based design. In addition, designs using LSSD are guaranteed to be
race-free, which is not the case for muxed-D scan and clocked-scan designs. The major
disadvantage, however, is that the technique requires routing for the additional clocks,
which increases routing complexity.
1.4.3 Scan Design Flow
A typical design flow for implementing scan in a sequential circuit is shown in Figure
1.10. In this figure, scan design rule checking and repair are first performed on a pre-
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Fig. 1.10: Typical scan design flow.
synthesis RTL design or on a post-synthesis gate-level design, typically referred to as a
netlist. The resulting design after scan repair is referred to as a testable design. Once
all scan design rule violations are identified and repaired, scan synthesis is performed
to convert the testable design into a scan design. The scan design now includes one or
more scan chains for scan testing. A scan extraction step is used to further verify the
integrity of the scan chains and to extract the final scan architecture of the scan chains
for ATPG. Finally, scan verification is performed on both shift and capture operations
in order to verify that the expected responses predicted by the zero-delay simulator used
in test generation or fault simulation match with the full-timing behavior of the circuit
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Fig. 1.11: Architecture for test compression.
1.4.4 Test Compression
Test compression is achieved by adding some additional on-chip hardware before the scan
chains to decompress the test stimulus coming from the tester and after the scan chains
to compact the response going to the tester. This is illustrated in Figure 1.11. This extra
on-chip hardware allows the test data to be stored on the tester in a compressed form.
Test data are inherently highly compressible because typically only 1% to 5% of the bits
on a test pattern that is generated by an ATPG program have specified (care) values.
Lossless compression techniques can thus be used to significantly reduce the amount of
test stimulus data that must be stored on the tester. The on-chip decompressor [29]
expands the compressed test stimulus back into the original test patterns (matching in
all the care bits) as they are shifted into the scan chains.
Output response compaction converts long output response sequences into short
signatures. Because the compaction is lossy, some fault coverage can be lost because
of unknown (X) values that might appear in the output sequence or aliasing where a
faulty output response signature is identical to the fault-free output response signature.
Test compression can provide 10X to 100X reduction or even more in the amount
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of test data (both test stimulus and test response) that must be stored on the ATE for
testing with a deterministic ATPG-generated test set. The advantages of adopting test
compression are:
1. Reduces ATE memory requirement, as well as bandwidth between ATE and chip.
2. Reduces test time.
3. Easily adopted in industry, which has good compatibility with conventional design
rules and test generation flows.
1.4.5 Built-in Self-Test (BIST)
Built-in Self Test, or BIST, is a DFT methodology of inserting additional hardware and
software features into integrated circuits to allow them to perform self-testing, thereby
reducing dependence on an external ATE and thus reducing testing cost. The concept of
BIST is applicable to about any kind of circuit. BIST is also the solution to the testing
of circuits that have no direct connections to external pins, such as embedded memories
used internally by the devices. Figure 1.12 shows a typical logic BIST [30] system. The
test pattern generator (TPG) automatically generates test patterns for application to
the inputs of the CUT. The output response analyzer (ORA) automatically compacts
the output responses of the CUT into a signature. Specific BIST timing control signals,
including scan enable signals and clocks, are generated by the logic BIST controller for
coordinating the BIST operation among the TPG, CUT, and ORA. The logic BIST con-
troller provides a pass/fail indication once the BIST operation is complete. It includes
comparison logic to compare the final signature with an embedded golden signature,
23
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Fig. 1.12: A typical logic BIST system.
and it often encompasses diagnostic logic for fault diagnosis.
The other type of BIST is Memory BIST (MBIST) [31]. It typically consists of
test circuits that apply a collection of write-read-write sequences for memories. Complex
write-read sequences are called algorithms, such as MarchC, Walking 1/0, GalPat and
Butterfly. The cost and benefit models for MBIST and LBIST are presented in [32]. It
analyzes the economics effects of BIST for logic and memory cores.
Advantages of implementing BIST include:
1. Low test cost, since it reduces or eliminates the need for external electrical testing
using an ATE.
2. Improved testability and fault coverage.
3. Support of concurrent testing.
4. Shorter test time if the BIST can be designed to test more structures in parallel.
24
5. At-speed testing.
Disadvantage of implementing BIST include:
1. Silicon area, pin counts and power overhead for the BIST circuits.
2. Performance degradation, timing issues.
3. Possible issues with the correctness of BIST results, since the on-chip testing
hardware itself can fail.
1.4.6 Boundary Scan
Boundary scan, also known as the IEEE 1149.1 [33] or JTAG standard provides a generic
test interface not only for interconnect testing between ICs but also for access to DFT
features and capabilities within the core of an IC as illustrated in Figure 1.13 [34].
The boundary-scan interface includes four mandatory input/output (I/O) pins
for Test Clock (TCK), Test Mode Select (TMS), Test Data Input (TDI), and Test Data
Output (TDO). A Test Access Port (TAP) controller is included to access the boundary-
scan chain and any other internal features designed into the device, such as access to
internal scan chains, BIST circuits, or, in the case of field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs), access to the configuration memory. The TAP controller is a 16-state finite
state machine (FSM) with standardized state diagram illustrated in Figure 1.4b where
all state transitions occur on the rising edge of TCK based on the value of TMS shown for
each edge in the state diagram. Instructions for access to a given feature are shifted into
the instruction register (IR) and subsequent data are written to or read from the data
register (DR) specified by the instruction (note that the IR and DR portions of the state
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Fig. 1.13: Boundary-scan interface: (a) boundary-scan implementation and (b) TAP
controller state diagram.
diagram are identical in terms of state transitions and TMS values). An optional Test
Reset (TRST) input can be incorporated to asynchronously force the TAP controller
to the Test Logic Reset state for application of the appropriate values to prevent back
driving of bidirectional pins on the PCB during power up. However, this input was
frequently excluded because the Test Logic Reset state can easily be reached from any
state by setting TMS=1 and applying five TCK cycles.
The primary advantage of boundary-scan technology is the ability to observe
and control data independently of the application logic. It also reduces the number of
overall test points required for devices access, which can help lower board fabrication
costs and increase package density. Simple tests using boundary scan on testers can find
manufacturing defects, such as unconnected pins, a missing device, and even a failed or
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dead device. In addition, boundary scan provides better diagnostics. With boundary
scan, the boundary-scan cells observe devices responses by monitoring the input pins
of the device. This enables easy isolation of various classes of test failures. Boundary
scan can be used for functional testing and debugging at various levels, from IC tests
to board-level tests.
1.5 Power Issues During Test
Continuous scaling of the feature size of CMOS technology has resulted in exponential
growth in transistor densities, enabling more functionality to be placed on a silicon
die. The growth in transistor density has been accompanied with linear reduction in
the supply voltage that has not been adequate in keeping power densities from rising.
Elevated power densities lead to a two-pronged problem: 1) supplying adequate power
for circuit operation and 2) a heat flux from resulting dissipation. The power delivery
issue can lead to supply integrity problems, whereas the heat flux issue affects packaging
at chip, module, and system levels. In several situations, the form factor dictates a
thermal envelope. Many modern systems from mobile to high-performance computers
implement power management to address both energy and thermal envelope issues [35].
Power issues are not confined to functional operation of devices only. They also
manifest during testing. First, power consumption may rise during testing [35] [36] [37]:
• Typical power management schemes are disabled during testing leading to in-
creased power consumption.
– Clock gating is turned off to improve observability of internal nodes during
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testing.
– Dynamic frequency scaling is turned off during test either because the sys-
tem clock is bypassed or because the phase locked loop (PLL) suffers from a
relocking time overhead during which no meaningful test can be conducted.
– Dynamic voltage scaling is usually avoided due to time constants in stabilizing
supply voltage.
• Switching activity may be higher during testing.
– Because of ATPG complexity, testing is predominantly done structurally.
Structural testing tends to produce more toggling than functional patterns
because the goal of structural testing is to activate as many nodes as possi-
ble in the shortest test time, which is not the case during functional mode.
Another reason is that the DFT, e.g., scan circuitry is extensively used and
stresses the CUT much more than during functional mode.
– Test compaction leads to higher switching activity due to parallel fault acti-
vation and propagation in a circuit.
– Multiple cores in a system-on-a-chip (SOC) are tested in parallel to reduce
test application time, which inherently lead to significant rise in switching
activity.
Second, power availability and quality may be limited during testing:
• Longer connectors from tester power supply (TPS) to probe-card often result in
higher inductance on the power delivery path. This may lead to voltage drop
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during test power cycling.
• During wafer sort test, all power pins may not be connected to the TPS, resulting
in reduced power availability.
• Current limiters placed on TPS to prevent burn-out due to short-circuit current
may interfere with both availability and quality of supply voltage during power
surges that may result from testing.
• Reduced power availability may impact performance and in some cases may lead
to loss of correct logic state of the device resulting in manufacturing yield loss.
Finally, there may be a reliability aspect of power to be considered during testing:
• Bus contention problem: during structural testing, nonfunctional vectors may
cause illegal circuit operation such as creating a path from VDD to ground with
short circuit power dissipation.
• Memory contention problem: this occurs in a multi-ported memory, where simul-
taneous writes with conflicting data may take place to the same address, typically
by nonfunctional patterns applied during structural testing.
• Bus and memory contention problems may cause short-circuit and permanent
damage to the device. Therefore, it is important to conduct electrical verification
of test vectors from a circuit operation point of view before they are applied from
a tester.
In this section, these issues are explored in greater depth. Firstly, basic concepts
related to power and energy are introduced. Then, the discussion of test issues regarding
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power is contextualized with constraints arising out of test instrument, environment, test
patterns, and test economics.
1.5.1 Power and Energy Basics
There are two major components of power dissipation in a CMOS circuit [38] [39]:
1. Static dissipation due to leakage current or other currents drawn continuously
from the power supply.
2. Dynamic dissipation due to:
• Charging and discharging of load capacitances
• Short-circuit current.
Static Dissipation
The static (or steady-state) power dissipation of a circuit is given by Equation 1.7:
Pstat =
n∑
i=1
Istati × VDD (1.7)
where Istat is the current that flows between the supply rails in the absence of switching
activity and i is the index of a gate in a circuit consisting of n gates.
Ideally, the static current of the CMOS inverter is equal to zero, as the positive
and negative metal oxide semiconductor (PMOS and NMOS) devices are never ON
simultaneously in the steady-state operation. However, there are some leakage currents
that cause static power dissipation. The sources of leakage current for a CMOS inverter
are indicated in Figure 1.14 [41]. Major leakage contributors:
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Fig. 1.14: Summary of leakage current mechanisms of deep-submicron transistors [41].
.
1. Reverse-biased leakage current (I1) between source and drain diffusion regions and
the substrate.
2. Sub-threshold conduction current (I2) between source and drain.
3. Pattern-dependent leakage (I3) across gate oxide.
Drain and source to well junctions are typically reverse-biased, causing PN junc-
tion leakage current (I1). A reverse-biased PN junction leakage has two main compo-
nents: 1) minority carrier diffusion/drift near the edge of the depletion region and 2)
electron-hole pair generation in the depletion region of the reverse-biased junction [42].
If both N and P regions are heavily doped as is the case for nanoscale CMOS devices,
the depletion width is smaller and the electric field across depletion region is higher.
Under this condition (E > 1MV/cm), direct band-to-band tunneling (BTBT) of elec-
trons from the valence band of the P region to the conduction band of the N region
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becomes significant. In nanoscale CMOS circuits, BTBT leakage current dominates the
PN junction leakage. For tunneling to occur, the total voltage drop across the junction
has to be more than the band gap [41]. Logical bias conditions for IBTBT are shown in
Figure 1.15(a).
IBTBTIBTBT
VD= VDD 
VB= 0 
n+n+
VS= VDD 
(a)
SUB
VGS< VT 
VB = 0
n+n+
VD VS
VDS> 0
I
(b)
Fig. 1.15: Illustration for (a) BTBT leakage in NMOS, (b) sub-threshold leakage in
NMOS [40].
Sub-threshold current is the most dominant among all sources of leakage. It is
caused by minority carriers drifting across the channel from drain to source due to the
presence of weak inversion layer when the transistor is operating in cut-off region (VGS
< Vt). The minority carrier concentration rises exponentially with gate voltage VG. The
plot of log (I2) versus VG is a linear curve with typical slopes of 60-80mV per decade.
Sub-threshold leakage current depends on the channel doping concentration, channel
length, threshold voltage Vt, and the temperature. In Figure 1.15(b), the bias condition
for sub-threshold current (ISUB) on an NMOS device has been illustrated.
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Dynamic Dissipation
For a CMOS inverter, the dynamic power is dissipated mainly due to charging and
discharging of the load capacitance (lumped as CL as shown in Figure 1.16 [38]). When
the input to the inverter is switched to logic state 0 (Figure 1.16(a)), the PMOS is turned
ON and the NMOS is turned OFF. This establishes a resistive DC path from power
supply rail to the inverter output and the load capacitor CL starts charging, whereas
the inverter output voltage rises from 0 to VDD. During this charging phase, a certain
amount of energy is drawn from the power supply. Part of this energy is dissipated in
the PMOS device which acts as a resistor, whereas the remainder is stored on the load
capacitor CL. During the high-to-low transition (Figure 1.16(b)), the NMOS is turned
ON and the PMOS is turned OFF, which establishes a resistive DC path from the
inverter output to the Ground rail. During this phase, the capacitor CL is discharged,
and the stored energy is dissipated in the NMOS transistor [43] [38] [39]. For the low-
to-high transition, suppose NMOS and PMOS devices are never ON simultaneously, the
energy EV DD, taken from the supply during the transition, as well as the energy EC ,
stored on the load capacitor at the end of the transition, can be derived by integrating
the instantaneous power over the period of interest [38], shown in Equation (1.8) and
(1.9):
EV DD =
∫∞
0 iV DD(t)VDD dt = VDD
∫∞
0 CL
dvout
dt
dt = CLVDD
∫ VDD
0 dvout = CLV
2
DD
(1.8)
EC =
∫∞
0 iV DD(t)vout dt =
∫∞
0 CL
dvout
dt
vout dt = CL
∫ VDD
0 vout dvout =
1
2CLV
2
DD
(1.9)
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Fig. 1.16: Equivalent circuit during the (a) low-to-high transition, (b) high-to-low
transition, (c) output voltages, and (d) supply current during corresponding
charging and discharging phases of CL [38].
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The corresponding waveforms of vout(t) and iV DD(t) are depicted in Figure 1.16(c) and
(d) respectively. Each switching cycle (consisting of an L→H and an H→L transition)
takes a fixed amount of energy, equal to CLV
2
DD. The power consumption is given by
Equation (1.10):
Pd = CLV
2
DDf0→1
(1.10)
where f0→1 represents the number of rising transitions at the inverter output per second.
During switching of input, the PMOS and NMOS devices remain ON simultane-
ously for a finite period. The current associated with this DC current between supply
rails is known as short-circuit current: Isc [44] [45] [46]. The short circuit power is
written as Equation (1.11).
Psc = VDD
∫
T
Isc(τ) dτ (1.11)
where T is the switching period [47].
Consider the short-circuit power component with the aid of a rising ramp input
applied to a CMOS inverter as shown in Figure 1.17 [47]. Assuming the input signal
begins to rise at origin, the time interval for short-circuit current starts at t0 when the
NMOS device turns ON, and ends at t1 when the PMOS device turns OFF. During
this time interval, the PMOS device moves from linear region of operation to saturation
region. On the basis of the ramp input signal with a rise time TR, t0 and t1 can be
expressed as in Equation (1.12) and (1.13).
t0 = TR
Vthn
VDD
(1.12)
t1 = TR
VDD+Vthp
VDD
(1.13)
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Fig. 1.17: Input and output waveforms for a CMOS inverter when the input switches
from low to high and the corresponding short circuit current [47].
The average short-circuit power can be specified as the integral of short-circuit
current between t0 and t1, as shown in Equation (1.14).
PSC = VDD
∫ t1
t0
ISC(τ)
(t1−t0)
dτ (1.14)
Total Power Dissipation
The total power consumption of the CMOS inverter is now expressed as the sum of its
three components:
Ptotal = Pstat + Pd + PSC (1.15)
In typical CMOS circuits, the capacitive dissipation was by far the dominant
factor. However, with the advent of deep-submicron regime in CMOS technology, the
static (or leakage) consumption of power has grown rapidly and account for more than
25% of power consumption in SoCs and 40% of power consumption in high performance
logic [48].
Energy Dissipation
Energy is defined as the total power consumed in a CMOS circuit over a period of T .
The energy dissipated in a CMOS circuit is expressed as Equation (1.16):
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Etotal =
∫
T
Ptotal dτ (1.16)
Substituting the expression for Ptotal from Equation (1.15), we get:
Etotal =
∫
T
Pstat dτ +
∫
T
Pd dτ +
∫
T
PSC dτ (1.17)
All the three individual power components are input state dependent. Therefore, the
energy dissipated over a period of T will depend on the set of input vectors applied to
the circuit during that period as well as the order in which they are applied.
1.5.2 Power Delivery Issues During Test
Increased device density due to continuous scaling of device dimensions and simultane-
ous performance gain has driven up the power density of high performance computing
devices such as microprocessors, graphics chips, and FPGAs. For example, in the last
decade, microprocessor power density has risen by approximately 80% per technology
generation, whereas power supply voltage has been scaling down by a factor of 0.8. This
has led to 225% increase in current per unit area in successive generation of technologies,
as shown in Figure 1.18 [49]. The increased current density demands greater availability
of metal for power distribution. However, this demand conflicts with device density re-
quirements. If device density increases, the device connection density will also increase,
requiring more metal tracks for signal routing. Consequently, compromises are made for
power delivery and power grid becomes a performance limiter. Nonuniform pattern of
power consumption across a power distribution grid causes a nonuniform voltage drop.
Instantaneous switching of nodes may cause localized drop in power supply voltage,
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Fig. 1.18: Power density by technology [49].
i.e. droop. This instantaneous drop in power supply at the point of switching causes
excessive delay and a path-delay problem [49].
There are multiple factors that contribute to power supply droop on a chip in-
cluding:
• Inductance of off-chip power supply lines.
• Inductance of package interconnects.
• Resistive power distribution network (PDN) on chip.
The first two factors can cause large droop and must be addressed in design phase
whereas the last factor has no acceptable design solution and must be addressed in test.
Abnormally high levels of state transitions and voltage drop during scan or BIST
mode can also lead to degradation of clock frequency. It has been reported that
while performing at-speed transition delay testing, fully functional devices are often
discounted as “bad” causing manufacturing yield loss [50].
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Fig. 1.19: The impact of voltage drop on shippable yield during at-speed testing [50].
During scan shift, circuit activity increases causing higher power consumption.
This in turn may lead to drop of power supply voltage due to IR drop where higher
current or I associated with larger power dissipation causes greater voltage drop in
PDN. Such drop in voltage increases path delay requiring clock period to be stretched
accordingly. If the clock period is not stretched to accommodate this increase in delay,
yield loss may occur [51]. Figure 1.19 provides an example of FALSE detection due to
abnormal voltage drop.
1.6 Focus of this thesis: Power Analysis for Test
During conventional design, power consumption in functional mode is estimated in
one of the following three levels of abstraction [52]: 1) architecture-level, 2) RTL-level
and 3) gate-level. Each one of these estimation strategies represents different tradeoffs
between accuracy and estimation time, as shown in Figure 1.20. Note that, transistor-
level power estimation is uncommonly seen in industry flows, but still listed in this
figure. Estimation of power consumption during test is not only required for sign-off
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Fig. 1.20: Design power estimation: accuracy versus time.
to avoid destructive testing but also to facilitate power-aware test space exploration
(during DFT or ATPG) early in the design cycle.
The focus of this thesis is to perform power analysis for test patterns. While we
do see a few previous work with some primitive research on power analysis for test, in
this work, various kinds of power analysis for test patterns are provided at different
levels with different accuracies.
1.6.1 Why Performing Power Analysis for Test
Test is the last stage of ensuring high quality integrated circuit delivery to electronic
manufacturers and integrators. However, IC working in test mode consume much larger
power than those in functional mode, especially when the IC industry is moving quickly
to 40nm or below that offer unprecedented integration level. Several reasons are listed
here [55]:
• Modern ATPG tools tend to generate test patterns with a high toggle rate in order
to reduce pattern count and thus test application time. Thus, the node switching
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activity of the device in test mode is often several times higher than that in normal
mode.
• Parallel testing [53] (e.g., testing a few memories in parallel) is often used to reduce
test application time, particularly for SOC devices. This parallelism inevitably
increases power dissipation during testing.
• The DFT circuitry inserted in the circuit to alleviate test issues is often idle during
normal operation but may be used intensively in test mode. This surplus of active
elements during testing again induces an increase of power dissipation.
• The elevated test power can come from the lack of correlation between consecutive
test patterns, while the correlation between successive functional input vectors
applied to a given circuit during normal operation is generally high.
The excessive switching activity during testing can cause catastrophic problems,
such as instantaneous circuit damage, test-induced yield loss because of noise phenom-
ena, reduced reliability, product cost increase, or reduced autonomy for battery-operated
devices [54]. Low power design as well as in test are becoming more and more critical
stages, sometimes mandatory considered across the entire IC development process. Here
is a list of possible benefits by performing power analysis for test [55]:
• Ensure power integrity and safety. We know the test power behavior before test
application so as to avoid either over-testing or under-testing.
• Test pattern screening. By identifying patterns with excessive power that may
cause catastrophic damage to the CUT or tester.
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Tester
Probe card
Wafer
Fig. 1.21: Schematic showing connection between a wafer and the tester through a
probe card [40].
• Optimal test probe assignment. During wafer sort test, the probe card pins es-
tablish contact with the wafer metal pads, whereas the tester gets connected to
the probe card connection points, as shown in Figure 1.21. As there are hun-
dreds of supply contact candidates, choosing a set of them requires power analysis
beforehand to balance the power supply over the wafer.
• Block test in parallel. Performing block level power analysis beforehand helps the
test schedulers to arrange concurrent block testing while keeping power consump-
tion in acceptable level. This can reduce test time, thus saving test cost.
1.6.2 Test Power Estimation Challenges
Though test power estimation is very important, test power itself is hard to measure.
Here is a list of reasons:
• There are large number of intermediate patterns. Because during various kinds of
test, different test vectors are involved, stuck-at, delay, memory, BIST, boundary
scan, etc. For a typical 100 million gates SOC design, the number of test pattern
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would be easily above 10,000. While in each pattern, there are hundreds to thou-
sands of intermediate patterns, such as chain test, shift phase and capture phase.
As these test cycles are mostly independent with each other, the analysis subjects
per se can be overwhelming using any current available power analysis flow.
• Infeasible to dump waveform files for test vectors. Toggling information is the
key element for performing any dynamic power. Many existing power analysis
flows rely on saved waveforms such as VCD or FSDB generated during simulation.
However, these files consume a lot of storage space, meanwhile slowing the pattern
simulation process significantly. In this manner, the traditional flow of using
waveform files for analyze power is not recommended for analyzing test power.
• Hard to achieve good performance on both accuracy and efficiency. As Figure 1.20
shows, power estimation can be performed in different design stage. The gate-
level model is already timing consuming, but still lack of accuracy due to lack of
physical information. The transistor level is most accurate, but the simulation
speed can never be feasible in any industry designs. For test power estimation,
we still need to include physical information since chip layout is available, and we
do not want to miss local hotspot.
1.6.3 Previous Work on Test Power Estimation
A very inaccurate though early and fast way to estimate test power is to use architecture-
level power calculators that compute switching activity factor based on architectural
pattern simulation and use gate count, and various library parameters to estimate a
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Fig. 1.22: Transitions in scan vector [58].
power value [56]. However, in today’s design, testing is mostly based on structural pat-
terns applied through a scan chain. The architectural or RT-level designs usually do not
contain any scan information that is added later in the design flow, and therefore appear
only at the gate-level abstraction. Hence, gate-level test power estimator is needed. A
limitation of gate-level estimation is that it is time consuming and therefore, cannot
be invoked frequently early during the design cycle. Moreover, gate-level simulators are
expensive in terms of memory and run time for multimillion gate SoCs. Such simulators
are more suited for final analysis rather than during design iteration. RTL-level test
power estimators can only be used if DFT insertion and test generation can be done at
the RTL level [57].
Quick and approximate models of test power have also been suggested in the
literature. The weighted transition metric proposed by [58] is a simple and widely
used model for scan testing, wherein transitions are weighted by their position in a
scan pattern to provide a rough estimate of test power. This is illustrated with an
example adopted from the authors. Consider a scan vector in Figure 1.22 consisting
of two transitions. When this vector is scanned into the CUT, Transition 1 passes
through the entire scan chain and toggles every flip-flop in the scan chain. On the other
hand, Transition 2 toggles only the content of the first flip-flop in the scan chain, and
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therefore, dissipates relatively less power compared with Transition 1. In this example
with five scan flip-flops, a transition in position 1 (in case of Transition 1) is considered
to weigh four times more than a transition in position 4 (in case of Transition 2). The
weight assigned to a transition is the difference between the size of the scan chain and
the position of the transition in the scan-in vector. The total number of weighted
transitions for a given scan vector can be computed as Equation (1.18) [58]:
Weighted transitions =
∑
(Scan chain length− Transition position in vector)
(1.18)
Although the correlation with the overall circuit test power is quite good, a drawback
of this metric is that it does not provide an absolute value of test power dissipation.
1.6.4 Contribution of This Thesis Work
Due to the limitations of existing power analysis flows for evaluating test vectors, this
thesis work will firstly focus on performing different analysis for test patterns using
commercial tool including:
• Timing-aware ATPG patterns power analysis.
• IR-drop hot spot and locality analysis.
• Resistive power grid analysis.
• Shift power analysis.
• Functional power analysis.
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This thesis also covers the topics of reducing capture and shift power for test
patterns respectively. For capture power reduction, power behavior on all test cycles is
monitored and sorted. Patterns with peak power above a pre-defined threshold will be
discarded and replaced with low-power fill patterns without losing fault coverage. The
shift power reduction technique is based on inserting gating logic onto the output of scan
cells and blocking the transition from scan chains to combinational logic. More detailed
analysis is performed on these flows, such as area overhead, fault coverage impact, etc.
Then we propose a generic power analysis flow that overcomes all above intro-
duced test analysis restrictions, making it a practical flow for monitoring power and
current behavior across the entire test session, which includes:
• Power distribution network analysis.
• Layout-aware WSA analysis.
• Power bump peak current analysis.
The proposed test power analysis methodology has following characteristics:
Fast. The proposed power analysis flow is able to perform power analysis on
hundreds to thousands of test cycles at one simulation, depending on the available
memory and volume of design. This is achieved by integrating its power analysis engines
in gate-level simulation engine through IEEE Verilog Procedural Interface (VPI) [59].
The C interfaces to Verilog retrieves simulation data from simulation engine, combined
with extra read-in layout and package date, and performs a serial analysis to get power
and current data for each simulation cycle. Another advantage of the proposed flow
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is that, the flow completely gets rid of waveform files. The switching activities are
observed through VPI, rather than importing from separate saved files.
Accurate. The proposed methodology is both technology-aware and layout-
aware. The standard cell libraries provide power data for necessary average power
calculation. Layout files enable the flow to study localized power consumption and
power delivery on power mesh network. Though power grid network are reduced to
pure resistive network, we are still able to see high correlation on power and current
data between using the proposed flow and a commercial power sign-off flow.
Portable. Though the experiment in this work is based on a transition delay
fault pattern set on a flip-chip design, we believe the proposed flow is applicable to
other patterns set such as stuck-at, bridging-fault, path-delay, etc. The layout analysis
method introduced in this work is also applicable to wire-bond designs. Theoretically,
the proposed flow can be used in any test pattern in any design, as long as test vectors
can be simulated.
Chapter 2
Power Analysis on Delay Test Patterns using Existing Flows
In this chapter, various kinds of primitive power analysis are performed on delay test
patterns, especially transition delay test. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the
capabilities of existing power analysis flows using delay test as an example. This work
builds on infrastructure for various kinds of power and timing related analysis.
2.1 Preliminaries
2.1.1 Delay Test
As technology scales, feature size of devices and interconnects shrink and silicon chip
behavior becomes more sensitive to on-chip noise, process and environmental varia-
tions, and uncertainties. The defect spectrum now includes more problems such as high
impedance shorts, in-line resistance, power supply noises and crosstalk between signals,
which are not always detected with the traditional stuck-at fault model. The number of
defects that cause timing failure (setup/hold time violation) is on the rise. This leads to
increased yield loss and escape and reduced reliability. Thus structured delay test, using
transition delay fault model and path delay fault model, are widely adopted because of
their low implementation cost and high test coverage. Transition fault testing models
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delay defects as large gate delay faults for detecting timing-related defects. These faults
can affect the circuits performance through any sensitized path passing through the
fault site. However, there are many paths passing through the fault site; and transition
delay faults are usually detected through the short paths. Small delay defects (SDD)
[60] [61] can only be detected through long path [62]. Therefore, path delay fault testing
for a number of selected critical (long) paths is becoming necessary. In addition, small
delay defects may escape when testing speed is slower than functional speed. Therefore
at-speed test is preferred to increase the realistic delay fault coverage. In [63], it is
reported that the defects per million (DPM) rates are reduced by 30% to 70% when
at-speed testing is added to the traditional stuck-at tests. In this thesis work, we focus
on the at-speed delay testing using transition delay fault model.
Compared to static testing with the stuck-at fault model, testing logic at-speed
requires a test pattern with two vectors. The first vector launches a logic transition value
along a path, and the second part captures the response at a specified time determined
by the system clock speed. If the captured response indicates that the logic involved did
not transition as expected during the cycle time, the path fails the test and is considered
to contain a defect.
Scan based at-speed delay testing is implemented using launch-off-capture (LOC,
also referred as broadside) [10] and Launch-on-shift (LOS) delay tests. Launch-off-shift
(LOS) tests are generally more effective, achieving higher fault coverage with signifi-
cantly fewer test vectors, but require a fast scan enable, which is not supported by most
designs. For this reason, LOC based delay test is more attractive and used by more
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Fig. 2.1: Transition delay test: (a) Launch-off-capture, (b) Launch-off-shift.
industry designs. Figure 2.1 shows the clock and test enable (TE) waveforms for LOC
and LOS at-speed delay tests. From this figure, we can see LOS has a high requirement
on the TE signal timing. An at-speed test clock is required to deliver timing for at-speed
tests. There are two main sources for the at-speed test clocks. One is the external ATE
and the other is on-chip clocks. As the clocking speed and accuracy requirements rise,
since the complexity and cost of the tester increase, more and more designs include
a PLL [64] or other on-chip clock generating circuitry to supply internal clock source.
Using these functional clocks for test purposes can provide several advantages over
using the ATE clocks. First, test timing is more accurate when the test clocks exactly
match the functional clocks. Secondly, the high-speed on-chip clocks reduce the ATE
requirements, enabling use of a less expensive tester [63].
The power analysis subject in this work is mainly focused on LOC test scheme,
including both shift cycles and capture cycles.
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Fig. 2.2: Example circuit for timing-aware ATPG.
2.1.2 Timing Aware ATPG
The shrinking feature sizes of the manufacturing process lead to high requirements on
the post-production test. The high distribution of SDDs becomes a serious issue for
the correct functionality of the manufactured design. Timing-aware ATPG [65] [66] [67]
[68] targets the detection of faults through the longest paths in order to detect defects
caused by distributed SDDs.
A SDD might escape during test application when a short path is sensitized since
the accumulated delay of the distributed delay defect is not large enough to cause a
timing violation. In contrast, as mentioned above, the same SDD might be detected
if a long path is sensitized. Common ATPG algorithms tend to sensitize short paths
during test generation due to reasons of complexity. However, this is disadvantageous
for detecting SDDs. Delay defects based on SDDs are more likely to occur on longer
paths, since more SDDs can be potentially accumulated and the slack margin is smaller.
This is demonstrated by the following example.
Example 1: Consider the simple example circuit shown in Figure 2.2 . Each gate
is associated with a specific delay. Assume that the fault site is line g. There are six
possible paths through g on which the transition could be propagated:
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• p1 = a-d-e-g-h-j (10ns)
• p2 = b-e-g-h-j (9ns)
• p3 = a-d-e-g-i-k (8ns)
• p4 = b-e-g-i-k (7ns)
• p5 = c-f-g-h-j (7ns)
• p6 = c-f-g-i-k (5ns)
Regular ATPG tools try to find a path on which the transition is propagated
as fast as possible. So, it is most likely that a regular ATPG algorithm sensitizes the
shortest path p6, since this is the easiest path to sensitize. If the value is sampled for
example at 11ns, the slack margin is very high, i.e. the accumulated defect size has to
be at least 7ns for p6 to detect a delay defect. However, if the ATPG algorithm chooses
path p1, the defect size has to be only 2ns for a detection.
Timing-aware ATPG [65] was developed to enhance the quality of the delay test.
Here, a test is generated to detect the transition fault through the longest path by
using timing information during the search. The algorithm proposed in [65] is based on
structural ATPG and consists of two tasks: fault propagation and fault activation. Each
task uses the path delay timing information as a heuristic to propagate (activate) the
fault through the path with maximal static propagation delay (maximal static arrival
time).
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Delay Test Quality Metrics: Statistical Delay Quality Model (SDQM)
For each transition fault f , there are two types of path delay data through the fault site
associated:
• Static path delay, PDsf : The longest path delay passing through f . It can be
calculated through structural analysis of the combinational part of the design as
an approximation for the longest functional path through f .
• Actual path delay, PDaf : The delay is associated with a test pattern ti that detects
f and it is defined as Equation (2.1), where Ps is all of the sensitization paths
starting from f . For a test set T , the actual path delay is defined as Equation
(2.2), where TD is the set of test patterns in T that detect f . When TD is empty,
PDaf is equal to 0.
PDaf (ti) = ATf (ti) + MAXp∈Ps(PT
P
f (ti))
(2.1)
PDaf = MAXti∈TD(PD
a
f (ti))
(2.2)
To evaluate the quality of a test set in detecting delay defects, SDQM [69] assumes
that the delay defect distribution function F (s) has been derived from fabrication pro-
cess, where s is the defect size (incremental delay caused by the defect). Based on the
simulation results of a test set, the detectable delay defect size for a fault f is calculated
as shown in Equation (2.3), where TTC is the test clock period.
T detf =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
TTC − PD
a
f if PD
a
f > 0
∞ if PDaf = 0
(2.3)
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Fig. 2.3: Delay defects escaped during testing.
The delay test quality metric, named statistical delay quality level (SDQL) [66],
is calculated by multiplying the distribution probability for each defect as shown in
Equation (2.4), where TSC is the system clock period and F is the fault set. The
motivation of the SDQL is to evaluate the test quality based on the delay defect test
escapes shown in the shadow area in Figure 2.3. The smaller SDQL is, the better the
test quality is achieved by the test set since the faults are detected with smaller actual
slack.
Tmgnf = TSC − PD
s
f
SDQL =
∑
f∈F
∫ T detf
T
mgn
f
F (s)ds
(2.4)
2.1.3 Power Metric: Weighted Switching Activity (WSA)
Many previous test related power analysis methods rely on the switching activity report
[70] [71] [72], which is defined as the toggling percentage of either signals in the circuit,
or just scan flip-flop. This is based on the assumption that, a larger switching activity
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will introduce a larger power consumption. The usage of switching activity as a power
metric here can be regarded as a rough estimation of power level. It provides an intuitive
power result. However, due to the lack of fan-out information, as well as physical layout
information, it is an inaccurate metric for premium power calculation. In this chapter,
a power metric called weighted switching activity (WSA) [73] is presented to take into
account the fan-out parameter, as shown in Equation (2.5) [74] [75]. It is used to
represent the power and current within the circuit. Note that, this model will be refined
in later chapters to factor in more parameters to represent the actual power behavior.
WSAgk = dk(τk + φkfk), where
dk =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1, Transition occurs
0, No transition
(2.5)
For gate k, the WSAgk will be dependent on the gate weight τk, the number of
fan-outs of the gate fk, and the fan-out load weight φk. The WSA sum for the entire
circuit WSAC with n gates can be expressed by Equation (2.6).
WSAC =
n∑
k=1
WSAgk (2.6)
2.2 Test Power Analysis for Timing Aware ATPG Patterns
As timing-aware ATPG tries to sensitize delay faults through long paths, while tra-
ditional TDF ATPG detects faults through shortest path candidates, it would be in-
teresting to compare the power consumption between timing-aware test patterns and
traditional transition delay patterns. Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4 give power results on
these two types of patterns generated by Mentor Graphics FastScan [76] based on ITC99
benchmark b19 [77].
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Table 2.1: Power comparison between b19 traditional and timing-aware ATPG in
FastScan.
Pattern CPU Test SDQM WSA WSA WSA
b19 Number Time Coverage max min avg
Traditional TDF ATPG 1381 1265s 82.59% - 66916 14350 37559
T-A with δ = 50% 4249 2943s 83.19% 6.624e+04 70180 15282 39924
T-A with δ = 10% 4331 3183s 83.22% 6.610e+04 69529 20284 40583
T-A with δ = 0% 4695 7137s 83.19% 6.622e+04 72382 14412 43855
Note that, in Table 2.1, δ is an option: slack margin for fault dropping set through
FastScan timing-aware ATPG command set ATPG timing on. It specifies how ATPG
engine wants to drop faults in fault simulation. By default, it is off, which means ATPG
drop faults regardless of its slack. δ is defined in Equation (2.7). Tms is the slack for
the longest path, while Ta is the actual test slack by ATPG. Apparently, with a smaller
δ value, the path selection rule for detecting delay faults is stricter. SDQM is defined
in Equation (2.4) [78].
slack margin percent%, i.e.,δ =
Ta − Tms
Ta
(2.7)
Table 2.1 shows that timing-aware ATPG generates three times more patterns
than traditional TDF ATPG, due to introduced timing information to select the paths.
Moreover, with the strictest rule, δ=0, it takes five more times of CPU run time for
pattern generation than traditional ATPG. However, the test quality SDQMs in the
fifth column are very close for different δ. The test power represented as WSA in
the last three column shows that, T-A with δ = 0% has the largest maximum and
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Fig. 2.4: WSA for traditional and timing-aware patterns in FastScan.
average power, while traditional TDF ATPG has smallest power. This phenomenon
can be understood as following, with longer paths selected, there are more standard
cells activated in test application. Figure 2.4 shows the plots for four sets of patterns,
with each curve representing the sorted WSA value for individual patterns in that
pattern set.
Table 2.2 and Figure 2.5 give power results on traditional ATPG and timing-aware
ATPG patterns generated by Synopsys TetraMAX [79] [80] on b19 as well. Similarly
to FastScan flow, TetraMax timing-aware ATPG flow generates 10 times more patterns
than traditional TDF flow, and consumes 10 times more CPU run time. The peak power,
represented by WSAmax is also higher for timing-aware TDF, 67750 compared to 64534
for traditional ATPG. However, due to large number of patterns in timing-aware TDF,
the average WSA in timing-aware is a little smaller, as shown in the last column of Table
2.2. Note that, in Figure 2.5, not WSA results for all 12570 timing-aware patterns are
shown in the plot. Instead, only 3400 patterns are plotted.
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Table 2.2: Power comparison between b19 traditional and timing-aware ATPG in
TetraMax.
Pattern CPU Test WSA WSA WSA
b19 Number Time Coverage max min avg
Traditional TDF ATPG 1088 316s 83.93% 64534 10380 33605
Timing-aware TDF ATPG 12570 3871s 85.09% 67750 10274 31857
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Fig. 2.5: WSA for traditional and timing-aware patterns in TetraMax.
2.3 IR-drop Hot Spot Analysis
Designing an optimal power grid which is robust across multiple operating scenarios
of a chip continues to be a major challenge [81] [82] [83]. The problem has magnified
with technology shrinking allowing more performance to be packed in a smaller area,
from one node to another [48]. The power distribution on a chip needs to ensure circuit
robustness catering to not only to the average power/current requirements, but also
needs to ensure timing or reliability is not affected due to Dynamic IR drop, caused by
localized power demand and switching patterns [84].
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Fig. 2.6: Average current over a window.
2.3.1 Overview of Static vs. Dynamic IR Drop
Static IR drop is average voltage drop for the design [85] [86], whereas Dynamic IR drop
depends on the switching activity of the logic [87], hence is vector dependent. Dynamic
IR drop depends on the switching time of the logic, and is less dependent on the a
clock period. This nature is illustrated in Figure 2.6 [88]. The Average current depends
totally on the time period, whereas the dynamic IR drop depends on the instantaneous
current which is higher while the cell is switching.
Static IR drop was good for signoff analysis in older technology nodes where
sufficient natural decoupling capacitance from the power network and non-switching
logic were available. Whereas dynamic IR drop evaluates the IR drop caused when
large amounts of circuitry switch simultaneously, causing peak current demand [81]
[89]. This current demand could be highly localized and could be brief within a single
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clock cycle (a few hundred ps), and could result in an IR drop that causes additional
setup or hold-time violations. Typically, high IR drop impact on clock networks causes
hold-time violations, while IR drop on data path signal nets causes setup-time violations.
As test power is pattern or vector based, dynamic IR drop should be considered
in test power analysis to reflect the test signal integrity.
2.3.2 Thermal Effects and Hot Spot
The heat produced during the operation of a circuit is proportional to the dissipated
power. The relationship between die temperature and power dissipation can be formu-
lated from the laws of thermodynamics as Equation (2.8) [39] [54].
Tdie = Tair + θ × Pd (2.8)
where Tdie is the die temperature, Tair is the temperature of surrounding air,
θ is the package thermal impedance expressed in ◦C/Watt, Pd is the average power
dissipated by the circuit. An excessive power dissipated during testing will increase the
circuit temperature well beyond the value measured (or calculated) during the functional
mode [48]. If the temperature is too high, even during the short duration of a test session,
it can result in irreversible structural degradations. Hot spots is such a degradation,
which appears during test data application and may lead to premature destruction of
the circuit [90].
Extensive switching and power dissipation is one of the factors causing hot spot.
The other consideration is the imperfection of power delivery on the power grid. In
reality, the magnitudes of the current sources connected to the power grid are not uni-
formly distributed. Due to different switching activities and/or sleep modes of various
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functional blocks, the distribution of current sources over the power network is gener-
ally nonuniform [91]. Existence of such non-uniformly distributed switching activities
on the substrate results in substrate thermal gradients and in extreme cases leads to
the creation of hot spots.
The existence of such hot spots along the substrate surface introduces non-uniform
temperature profiles along the lengths of the long global interconnects. More specifically,
the power distribution network spans over the entire substrate area and it is exposed to
the thermal non-uniformities of the substrate surface [92].
There are several commercial tools for performing hot spot analysis. They use
colored contour map to indicate the thermal level with usually dark red as highest
temperature, light blue as lowest temperature. Figure 2.7 shows an example of such hot
spot map. There are two hot spots shown in the left-bottom area of the chip. We can
conclude that, there is extensive switching happening in the left-bottom area, or there
is no enough power source around this region, so that the power grids in this region
experience the worst IR-drop. Throughout this thesis, we do not differentiate hot spot
and worst IR-drop. That is, the region with darkest red plot is experiencing the worst
IR-drop.
2.3.3 IR-drop Hot Spot Identification for Test Patterns
As mentioned above, dynamic IR-drop analysis can be used to identify worst IR-drop
or hot spot for a specific test pattern. The benefit is to examine test signal integrity,
thus able to:
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Fig. 2.7: Hot spot plot as an example.
• Verify worst IR-drop is within power budget, so as to maintain the timing per-
formance during test application. With a lower supply voltage, devices become
slow. The test would fail during at-speed testing with an excessive IR-drop. Or
a higher supply voltage is required to let test pass on ATE, which would result a
larger power consumption in the whole chip with quadratic impact.
• Identify hot spot, so that extra efforts can be made to relief the power stress on
that spot, such as (1) using ECO to diminish the number of cells in that spot if the
device density is high, (2) using low-power design features, such as clock gating or
power gating to shut down that many cells in the hot spot, (3) assign more power
pads or power bumps adjacent to the hot spots so as to relief the power supply
stress in that region.
Figure 2.8 gives the common flow of gate-level dynamic IR-drop analysis, which is
tweaked for test pattern analysis. The flow starts with verilog netlist obtained during
front-end design, i,e after RTL synthesis. Then this netlist is fed to Place & Route tool
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Fig. 2.8: Gate-level test pattern based dynamic IR-drop analysis flow.
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for physical synthesis. Several files can be obtained such as post-layout verilog netlist,
standard delay file (SDF), design exchange file (DEF) and standard parasitic exchange
format (SPEF). ATPG is performed on post-layout netlist with any supported patterns
generated: stuck-at, transition delay, path delay or bridge fault patterns, which are fed
to simulation engine for pattern validation meanwhile waveform is dumped for the whole
test session or a specified time frame. Note that, the simulation is timing (SDF) back-
annotated. With waveform files as input stimuli, DEF, LEF, library characterization,
as well as power and ground extraction information as other inputs, rail analysis can be
performed on physical layout. The results include:
• Text-based reports, such as voltage and electromigration (EM) report.
• Contour maps: such as voltage map, EM map, parasitic (resistance and capaci-
tance) map.
The worst IR-drop analysis, or hot spot identification can be visually obtained
in the voltage contour map. Table 2.3 shows an example of power and rail analysis
results targeting launch-to-capture cycle for four LOC patterns. Figure 2.9 shows the
hot spot plots for these four patterns in the same order in Cadence SOC Encounter
[93]. Generally a pattern with larger switching activity has a higher power consumption
and a larger voltage drop. For example, pattern 7 has the largest switching activity,
62396 and worst voltage drop 188.87mV, while pattern 13088 has the smallest switching
activity, 20372 and voltage drop 62.56mV. This trend is also observed in IR drop plot
in Figure 2.9.
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Table 2.3: Power and rail analysis for b19 LOC patterns .
b19 WSA Power Analysis Rail Analysis
patterns Switching Power Total Power Worst IR-drop
#7 62396 197.70mW 1.15W 188.87mV
#28 52820 194.27mW 1.21W 188.40mV
#33 40319 164.13mW 1.09W 171.28mV
#13088 20372 70.91mW 0.44W 62.56mV
??? ??? ??? ???
Fig. 2.9: IR-drop plots for b19, with voltage drop threshold: 100mV. (a) pattern 7,
(b) pattern 28, (c) pattern 33, (d) pattern 13088.
In this b19 physical design, four power pads are placed on the four peripherals.
Thus light blue color can be observed in regions with these pads. Conversely, the regions
in the center of the core experience higher IR-drop than others. In all four patterns,
the worst IR-drop appears in the center with dark red color. Corresponding to the
last column in Table 2.3, pattern 7 has worst capture IR-drop among 4 patterns, thus
most dark red plots, while pattern 13088 does not have IR-drop exceeding the budget:
100mV, thus the core is shown as light blue color.
Note that:
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• It is not always the case that an overall larger switching activity or total power
consumption will have a higher worst voltage drop. That is, these two factors do
not necessarily correlate in every case, due to lack of physical information in the
former analysis. In Subsection 2.5, examples will be given for the particular case.
• The flow in Figure 2.8 targets a specific time frame each run, in this case, targeting
a launch-to-capture cycle for each run. This is not efficient for analyzing other
test cycles, such as hundreds of shift cycles in a pattern, not to mention there are
easily thousands number of patterns. In Chapter 5, a more efficient analysis flow
will be proposed.
2.4 Resistive Power Grid Analysis
Due to the resistive nature of the power distribution network, the supply voltage deliv-
ered to the load circuitry is lower than the supply voltage generated at the output of
the power supply. This voltage difference depends upon both the characteristics of the
power distribution network and the current demand of the local load circuitry. The volt-
age loss within the power distribution network degrades circuit performance in terms of
increased delay, delay uncertainty, and signal skew [94]. The above subsections discuss
a lot on the overall switching activity, i.e. the current demand. In this Subsection, the
characteristics, especially the resistance of PDN is studied.
Power distribution networks are generally modeled as an uniform grid structure.
In an uniform grid structure, the effective impedance between any two arbitrary nodes
depends upon the distance between the two nodes and the impedance of the power grid.
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The effective resistance between any two nodes in an uniform grid structure has been
considered by Venezian in [95], where he formulated the resistance between any two
nodes in an infinite resistive grid. Since the voltage drop at a node is a function of the
resistance between that node and the power supply, the effective resistance considering
the power supply voltage and load current characteristics supplies sufficient information
to determine the voltage drop at any particular node.
Due to the large size of uniform power grid structures, the power grid can be
modeled as an infinite number of identical resistors structured to form a square grid
network. Depending upon the grid structure and the operating frequency, inductances
in series with resistors and decoupling and intrinsic device capacitances can be included
within the power grid model [96]. Since only the DC voltage drop is of concern in this
paper, the power grid is modeled in this work as a purely resistive grid [97] [98], as
depicted in Figure 2.10. All of the resistive sections have a resistance R. Due to the
large power grid size (i.e., tens of thousands of nodes), the grid structure is treated as
infinite.
Venezian in [95] considers the effective resistance between any two arbitrary nodes
within an uniform infinite grid structure by exploiting the principle of superposition.
Venezian developed an exact solution for the effective resistance between any two nodes,
N1(x1, y1) and N2(x2, y2), in an infinite grid as Equation (2.9). Venezian also provides
a closed form approximation for Equation (2.9) as Equation (2.10).
Rm,n =
∫ π
0
(2− e−|m|αcos(nβ)− e−|n|αcos(mβ))
sinh(α))
dβ (2.9)
Rm,n =
1
2π
∗ ln(n2 + m2) + 0.51469 (2.10)
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Fig. 2.10: Infinite resistive mesh structure to model a power distribution network.
Table 2.4: Validity of the effective resistance model in [95].
R1,0 R1,1 R3,4 R5,0 R10,10
Exact solution (Eq. 2.9) 0.5 0.636 1.028 1.026 1.358
Approximation (Eq. 2.10) 0.515 0.625 1.027 1.027 1.358
Error (%) 3 1.8 0.1 0.1 0
where
m = |x1 − x2| and n = |y1 − y2| (2.11)
and β are used to rewrite Kirchhoffs node equations as difference equations. The
interested reader is urged to read [95] for a complete explanation.
The error with approximation Equation (2.10) is less than 3% as compared to
the exact solution in Equation (2.9). A few examples that demonstrate the validity of
Equation (2.10) are listed in Table 2.4. As tabulated in Table 2.4, the error quickly
approaches zero with increasing distance between two nodes.
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2.4.1 Static Power Grid Analysis
There are two approaches typically used for power grid analysis, static and dynamic
[99]. A static analysis solves Ohm’s and Kirchoff’s laws for a given power network but
ignores localized switching effects on the power grid. A dynamic approach performs
comprehensive dynamic circuit simulation of the power grid network, which includes
localized switching effects.
The static power grid analysis approach was created to provide comprehensive
coverage without the requirement of extensive circuit simulations. Typically, most static
approaches are based on similar concepts:
1. The parasitic resistance of the power grid is extracted.
2. A resistor matrix of the power grid is built.
3. An average current for each transistor or gate connected to the power grid is
calculated.
4. The average currents are distributed around the resistance matrix, based on the
physical location of the transistor or gate.
5. At every VDD I/O pin, a source of VDD is applied to the matrix.
6. A static matrix solve is then used to calculate the currents and IR drops through-
out the resistance matrix.
A static approach approximates the effects of dynamic switching on the power
grid by making the assumption that de-coupling capacitances between VDD and VSS
smooth out the dynamic peaks of IR drop or ground bounce.
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The main value of the static approach is its simplicity and comprehensive cover-
age. Since only parasitic resistance of the power grid is required the extraction task is
minimized, and since every transistor or gate provides an average loading to the power
grid the solution provides comprehensive coverage of the power grid.
2.4.2 Least Resistance Path (LRP) Plot
As discussed above, the resistance between two nodes is solved through a complicated
grid. In this work, we consider the path between each node to the power supply which
can be several nodes since there are multiple power and ground pads or bumps.
A simplified solution to resistance calculation is to consider the least resistance
path (LRP) [75]. That is, the shortest resistive path between the node to the supply.
Figure 2.11 shows the LRP plot for a wirebond layout design with four power pads
places on the four sides. Similarly to the color scheme in hot spot analysis, a light blue
indicates a small resistance for the particular node, while a dark red indicates large
resistance. There are numbers labeled in the figure for reference to the regions.
In Figure 2.11, the maximum LRP appears in the region 1, as it is close to neither
of the 4 power pads. Regions 2,3,4,5 also have large LRP, as they are in the corners with
limited power supply. Note that, the yellow stripes in the plot indicates the locations
of top metal vertical power stripes for the PDN design. They have a smaller resistance
value because top metals dominate the power delivery flow. Regions right below the
stripes will have easier current delivery.
As mentioned above, IR-drop for a specific region depends upon both the resis-
tance path from the supply, as well as the current demand, i.e. WSA. We have to take
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Fig. 2.11: LRP plotted in SOC Encounter.
into account both of these two parameters to perform IR-drop based signal integrity
analysis.
2.5 IR-drop Locality Analysis
Most existing test power analysis flows are able to give an overall switching activity or
power consumption report, so that patterns with the highest values can be regarded
to be the most problematic ones potentially. However, this is not always the case as
physical layout is ignored in these flows. Without necessary power grid analysis as
well as switching locality analysis, hazardous patterns can be missed for detection as
they may not exhibit excessive total power consumption, but experience higher voltage
drop that falls out of the budget. In this subsection, two sets of examples are provided
to demonstrate this. The result collection is based on b19 benchmark. The IR-drop
analysis is performed in SOC Encounter.
Scenario I: There are three patterns: a, b and c. Their switching activity, total
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Table 2.5: Scenario I: power metrics for three patterns.
Pattern a Pattern b Pattern c
WSA 49907 49450 49709
Total Power 188mW 162mW 150mW
Worst IR-drop 173mV 199mV 132mV
??? ??? ???
Fig. 2.12: IR-drop plots for (a) pattern a, (b) pattern b, (c) pattern c.
power and worst IR-drop values are shown in Table 2.5. In this scenario, pattern b has
the lowest WSA, but highest voltage drop among three patterns. This is demonstrated
in Figure 2.12 as well. Although pattern a has the largest WSA and total power, it does
not necessarily experience largest IR-drop. Suppose total power budget is 200mW and
the voltage drop budget is 180mV, then pattern a is actually a safe pattern. Pattern b
will be miss detected if total power is the sole criterion. However, its 199mV IR-drop
exceeds the budget. Only the locality analysis is able to identify the potential problem
in this scenario.
Scenario II:
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Table 2.6: Scenario II: power metrics for three patterns with similar WSA.
Pattern d Pattern e Pattern f
WSA 33697 33621 33113
Total Power 131mW 126mW 83mW
Worst IR-drop 153mV 142mV 94mV
??? ??? ???
Fig. 2.13: IR-drop plots for (a) pattern d, (b) pattern e, (c) pattern f.
There are three patterns: d, e and f . Their switching activity, total power and
worst IR-drop values are shown in Table 2.6. In this scenario, we choose three patterns
with very close WSA to each other, as shown in the second row of Table 2.6. However,
pattern d experiences almost twice voltage drop than pattern f . With a 120mV IR-drop
budget, pattern d is a hazardous pattern. This pattern quality resolution capability is
missed in sole switching activity report flows.
In conclusion, IR-drop hot spots are introduced not only by switching, but also
circuit topology, power network distribution, working frequency. These factors must be
considered as many as possible to effectively select or avoid problematic patterns.
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2.6 Shift Power Analysis
It is commonly understood that test power consists of mainly two types: (1) shift
power, (2) capture power. While all power data in previous subsections is capture
power, there is a great need to understand shift power. The problem for performing
shift power analysis is that there are hundreds to thousands of intermediate shift cycles
in a single pattern, depending on the scan chain length. Not to mention there are easily
thousands of patterns for a typical design. Using the power analysis flow in Figure
2.8 is not suitable for analyzing this many shift cycles. To provide an overview of shift
power level, especially compared to capture power, we are solely relying on overall WSA
analysis on these cycles.
Figure 2.14 shows the WSA for 3 LOC pattern for b19. Each cycle is represented
as a dot in the figure, including both shift cycles and capture cycles. The three vertical
red lines differentiate the borders of two adjacent patterns. Each pattern consists of 864
shift dots, plus two capture dots, as shown in Figure 2.15. The capture dots are circled
as a, b, c, among which, dot a is launch-to-capture cycle, b is capture-to-initialize cycle,
c is a dead cycle before the next shift process.
As Figure 2.14 shows all shift cycles have larger switching activity than that of
capture cycles. The absolute values are shown in Table 2.7. In this example, we can
conclude that shift switching activity is twice of capture switching. Therefore, shift
power can be an important issue for test if not taken care of in a proper manner.
Figure 2.16 shows the power profile plotted in SOC Encounter. There are three
signals: test clock, scan enable, power profile. When scan enable is high, the test is in
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Fig. 2.14: Shift WSA for 3 consecutive patterns.
Fig. 2.15: A LOC pattern consists of 864 shift cycles and 2 capture cycles.
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Table 2.7: WSA for shift and capture cycles.
P2 shift in cycle 861 75196
P2 shift in cycle 862 63900
P2 shift in cycle 863 67544
P2 shift in cycle 864 73141
P2 launch-to-capture (a) 36265
P2 capture-to-initialize (b) 26254
P2 dead cycle -
P2 shift out cycle 1 71901
P2 shift out cycle 2 64922
P2 shift out cycle 3 60029
P2 shift out cycle 4 63703
shift mode. When it turns low, the test is in capture mode, and there are two capture
cycles for each pattern. As zero delay is used in the analysis, most power accumulates
upon the pulse edge of the test clock. It shows that, the shift power (spike) is twice
that of capture power (spike), although shift cycle is much longer than capture cycle.
??????????
???????????
?????
Fig. 2.16: Power profile for shift and capture cycles.
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2.7 Functional Power Analysis
It is commonly accepted that test power, either shift or capture is larger than that of
functional mode, due to the switching randomness introduced by test stimuli that is
unaware of operational functions. Moreover, some low power features are disabled in
test mode. It is essential to compare functional power with test power quantitatively. In
this Subsection, the functional behavior of b19 is studied, using below emulation flow:
1. Shift in random values by means of scan chains, as well as from primary inputs,
as illustrated in Figure 2.17 (a).
2. Switch to capture mode, pulse 50 functional clocks or more to let the circuit be
stable, as illustrated in Figure 2.17 (b).
3. Repeat step 1 and 2 for 100 times to observe any variations on the power.
This experiment is based on the observations that:
• The b19 circuit can be functionally initialized by scan chains, if this process is
repeated enough times.
• The first few capture cycles right after the last shift cycle can have high power,
therefore, they are excluded from functional power statistical data. We only con-
sider the cycles with stabilized power.
Figure 2.18 shows the WSA plot for 30 functional simulations with borders sep-
arated by vertical dotted lines. Each simulation contains 50 dots with first 4 in red
while others in blue. These are WSA for all functional cycles for that simulation. As
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Fig. 2.17: Functional pattern emulation: (a) use scan chains to initialize b19 circuit,
(b) multiple capture cycle emulated as functional cycle.
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Fig. 2.18: WSA plots for 30 simulations, with each containing 50 functional cycles.
pointed above, functional behavior is emulated by initializing all scan flip flops through
scan chains then switches to capture mode for 50 capture cycles. The first 4 cycles,
as shown in the figure, have much larger WSA than the rest functional cycles, so they
are excluded in power calculation. All blue plots are the studied subjects for analyzing
functional WSA.
A clearer close up plots for chosen 4 simulations are shown in Figure 2.19. In
these figures, we observe a relative stable WSA for each pattern. The largest average
WSA appear in Figure 2.19(a), with value 8000. Compared to the WSA values in Table
2.7 which has shift WSA at 75196, capture WSA at 36265, we can roughly conclude
that, for the same b19 design, shift peak power can be 10 times larger than functional
power, while capture peak power can be 5 times larger than functional power. It is
essential to develop some techniques to reduce test power: including shift and capture,
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Fig. 2.19: Random functional patterns plots: (a) pattern 18, avg WSA: 8000, (b)
pattern 19, avg WSA: 4000, (c) pattern 17, avg WSA: 7000, (d) pattern 4,
avg WSA: 5000.
as that nowadays VLSI designs do not overheat during test mode.
2.8 Conclusion
This chapter introduces a few independent power analysis flows that cover different test
scenarios, including, timing-aware ATPG, dynamic IR-drop analysis, hot spot analysis,
power grid analysis, shift power analysis and functional power analysis. A power analysis
flow is established to perform various kinds of analysis on benchmark b19. Either WSA
flow or commercial tool is used to give the results on these analysis. Note that, test power
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can be much higher than functional power, thus later chapters will provide solutions
on reducing capture power and shift power respectively. Moreover, due to the large
intermediate test patterns, there is a lack of efficient analysis flow to perform a single
run on a large number of test cycle. Later chapter will also cover this topic by proposing
a novel fast power analysis flow.
Chapter 3
Capture Power-Safe Application of TDF Patterns to Flip-Chip
Designs during Wafer Test.
Due to high switching activities in test mode, circuit power consumption is higher than
its functional operation. Large switching in the circuit during launch-to-capture cycle
not only negatively impacts circuit performance causing overkill, but could also burn
tester probes during wafer test due to the excessive current they must drive. It is
necessary to develop a quick and effective method to evaluate each pattern, identify
high-power ones considering functional and tester probes’ current limit and make the
final pattern set power-safe. Compared with previous low-power methods that deal with
scan structure modification or pattern filling techniques, the new proposed method takes
into account layout information and resistance in power distribution network and can
identify peak current among C4 power bumps. Post-processing steps replace power-
unsafe patterns with low-power ones. The final pattern set provides considerable peak
current reduction while fault coverage is maintained.
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3.1 Introduction
It is a well-known phenomenon that test power consumption exceeds that of functional
operation in deep submicron designs. Excessive switching activity occurs during scan
shift while loading test stimuli and unloading test responses, as well as during launch
and capture cycles in delay test using functional clocks. As test procedures and test
techniques do not necessarily have to satisfy all power constraints defined in the design
phase, the higher switching activity causes higher power supply currents and higher
power dissipation, which can result in several issues that may not exist in functional
operation [54]. For example, excessive power consumption and peak current during
test will increase the circuit temperature well beyond the value calculated during the
functional mode. If the temperature is too high, even during a short duration of a test
session, it can lead to thermal stress and introduce irreversible structural degradations
caused by chip overheating or hot spots [100]. Power supply noise (PSN) during test
pattern application increases the delay along critical path, thus narrows the slack margin
and results in timing violations under such circumstances [101] [40].
Moreover, due to the large capital costs imposed by test equipment, testers are
usually behind the circuit speed and their power/current delivery remains almost same
during their lifetime operation [75]. With the design complexity kept increasing with
more transistors integrated into a single chip [48], larger switching activities during test
operation not only negatively impact circuit performance, but could also result in tester
probes burning due to excessive peak current drawn from it, especially for the commonly
used low-cost testers in industry. It is vital to keep the test power or current under a
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predefined limit that the power damage to tester can be avoided [75].
There are numerous existing low-power test techniques to mitigate power issues,
which can be mainly classified into two categories:
1. DFT-based solutions [102] [103] [73] [104] [105] [106], which rely on the mod-
ifications of scan structure. In [102], extra logic is added to scan chains to make their
clocks disabled for portions of the test set so that there are less flip-flop transitions as
well as less power consumption in clock tree. In [103], scan chain is split into a given
number of length-balanced segments. Only one scan segment is enabled during each
test clock cycle. The authors used a sequence of clock cycles to capture test response.
Hence, only a fraction of the flip-flops in the design is clocked in each test clock, thus
less flip-flops toggle simultaneously. In [73], extra logic is inserted to hold the outputs
of all the scan cells at constant values during scan shift. However, large area overhead
and gate delay are introduced. Authors in [104] [105] inserted additional gates at se-
lected scan cell outputs to block transitions going into the circuit. These gates as well
as the test points are identified by using either integer linear programming (ILP) or
random vector-based simulation techniques. [106] uses toggle reduction rate (TRR) to
identify a set of power sensitive scan cells, by gating which, shift power can be reduced
significantly.
2. ATPG-based solutions [107] [108] [109] [110] [36], which rely on the content
analysis of test patterns, for example X-filled patterns, then the determination of these
unspecified (X) bits can lead to the reduction of total switching activities during pattern
application. In [107], 0’s and 1’s are assigned to X bits in a test cube to reduce the
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switching activity in capture mode. Adjacent-fill technique in [108] fills the don’t-care
bits in test vectors by replacing them with the most recent care bit value in the test
pattern. In [109], primary inputs are controlled by a devised pattern to block the tran-
sitions at scan chains during scan shift from combinational parts of the circuit, resulting
in lower switching activity during scan shift. In [110], a post-processing preferred-fill
procedure determines preferred values for pseudo-primary inputs (PPI) by computing
signal probabilities of each net. The preferred value for a PPI is 1(0) if the probability
that the corresponding next state value is 1(0) is higher than the probability that the
next state value is 0(1). In [36], a complete directed graph called ”transition graph” is
constructed for a given test vector set. Each vertex of transition graph corresponds to
a test vector and each edge is the total number of transitions achieved after applying
the vector pair. The authors find the Hamiltonian path of the transition graph, then
reorder test vectors to minimize the total number of transitions.
As stated above, power supply noise during delay test and its impact on circuit
performance has drawn significant attention over the past decade. We refer the readers
to [111] for more details on the various methods addressing this issue.
We have observed that most previous low-power work rely on an assumption
that, if the number of transitions is reduced, the goal of low-power is thus achieved.
Nonetheless, it has been observed in the experiments [74] [112] that, the reduction of
total switching activity, 1) does not necessarily avoid high power consumption for a test
pattern. WSA is a more effective metric to measure the power consumption as WSA
considers fan-out, size of the gate and load capacitance of the switching gates, which
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are necessary parameters for performing power analysis in digital designs; 2) does not
always avoid current spike or hot spot that appears in a specific region of the chip, since
large switching can accumulate in a small area, and power supply around that area
has to provide excessive current source for such switching activity. The local high peak
power/current can potentially damage tester probes connecting to the power pads of
both wirebond and flip-chip designs during wafer test. Methods that are layout-aware,
for example [74], demonstrate effectiveness in detecting chip hot spots and peak current
considering power distribution network.
On the other hand, in spite of the various existing low-power techniques imple-
mented during either design stage or ATPG stage, there could still be some patterns
with high peak current in certain regions of the chip, since current ATPG methods are
not layout-aware. CUT used for the first time and test equipment are still under the risk
of experiencing power problems, if insufficient power analysis is conducted further. It is
necessary to grade test patterns based on power specifications of both CUT and tester
to avoid any hazardous ones. Before we perform pattern short-listing, the effectiveness
of pattern grading method needs to be verified. After that, high-power patterns can be
removed and replaced with power-safe ones. To ensure test quality, there should be no
or little fault coverage loss. To ensure test cost in an acceptable range which depends
on test time, pattern count increment should be as small as possible. Authors in [113]
proposed a layout-aware verification of at-speed test vectors that eliminates test vectors
which can result in misclassification. Their method estimates the average current drawn
from power rails and compares it against a predefined threshold set by the designer.
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In this work, we focus on identifying peak current on C4 power bumps in flip-chip
designs during launch-to-capture cycle. During wafer test, tester probes are connected
to C4 bumps on the flip-chip die to drive current to the circuit underneath. We develop
a layout-aware weighted switching activity metric (called bump WSA) to evaluate power
behavior of each C4 power bump in order to identify largest peak current among all
power bumps. Patterns are short-listed based on peak bump WSA value. After pattern
grading, a low-power ATPG flow is adopted to create a new power-safe pattern set.
The final pattern set will have peak current below a predefined threshold, with pattern
count increase in an acceptable range as well as little or no fault coverage loss. The
proposed methodology can be easily integrated into existing ATPG/DFT flows or used
to identify peak current during scan shift process or any other specific time frame as
well. We believe the advantage of our flow is prominent, considering the transistor level
full-chip simulation on test patterns can be extremely slow, especially for designs with
a large pattern set, hence not feasible for practical use, even though the simulation
gives most accurate power/current results. The layout-aware WSA flow proposed in
this work is based on logic simulation with zero delay, making it applicable for large
industry designs. We will show that there is a good correlation in results between our
layout-aware method and SPICE simulation, as well as power analysis in commercial
EDA tool.
Though this chapter addresses power-safety issue regarding the launch-to-capture
cycle exclusively, the same idea and flow can be applied to shift cycles conveniently,
which can be seen as a consecutive of intermediate patterns corresponding to shift cycles.
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Thus our pattern evaluation flow can cover power-safety during entire test session. Also
note that the proposed flow works well with test compression tools without increasing
test data volume much.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces flip-
chip designs, which is the main research target of this work, power model and current
limitation for tester probe. Section 3.3 describes our methods of layout partitioning,
resistance network construction, and power bump WSA calculation. Section 3.4 vali-
dates the WSA calculation method in Section 3.3. Section 3.5 presents our integrated
methodology for pattern grading, selection and final power-safe pattern generation. In
Section 3.6, experimental results and analysis are presented. Finally, the concluding
remarks and future work are given in Section 3.7.
3.2 Preliminaries
3.2.1 Flip-Chip Design
Flip-chip design provides several advantages in chip packaging [114], such as smaller
IC footprint size, more signal connections to outside, short interconnect inductance,
resistance and capacitance, thus small electrical delays, as well as improved thermal
capabilities compared to wire-bond packaging. The solder bumps are deposited on the
chip pads on the top side of the wafer during the final wafer processing step, thus power
pads/bumps are distributed on the surface of the chip, illustrated in Figure 3.1. This is
in contrast to wire bonding, for which power pads are located on the peripheral of the
core.
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package substrate
Fig. 3.1: Solder bumps on flip chip, melted with connectors on the external board.
The current drawn from different C4 power bumps are not necessarily the same
when chip is working. During the entire test session, some bumps may experience larger
current than others. If the peak current on one bump far exceeds the tester probe’s
current specification, tester probe can be burned causing major damage to the tester.
Meanwhile the circuit may not work properly, thus the test process would be invalid in
such situation. Therefore, before applying any test pattern in silicon test to flip-chip
designs, there is a need to identify the current behavior on power bumps.
3.2.2 Power Model
To simplify the measurement of dynamic power consumption in this work, the WSA
model proposed in Equation (2.5) and Equation (2.6) in Chapter 2 are used here.
WSAgk represents the power and current in one switching site, while WSAC targets
the gross weighted switching within one specific test cycle. The toggling advent time
is ignored in this model. Thus, zero-delay simulation is possible to be utilized as in-
troduced in Section 3.3.1. Similarly, the number of gates n can be replaced with any
other number of gates in the circuit, for example, instances in a specific layout region
as described in the next section that deals with layout partition.
Since peak current is proportional to the peak power consumption, and WSA is
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a representation of current, the peak current or power issues in test patterns can be
transformed to the analysis of peak WSA for those patterns. We use the reduction of
peak WSA to represent the reduction of peak current in this work.
Also note that, the peak values in the work are considered towards different test
cycles, while we ignore the details of current distribution in each clock cycle. That is,
peak WSA is the largest WSA value among all test cycles.
3.2.3 Current Limitations
This work targets WSA analysis for launch-to-capture cycle in delay test. During delay
test, the performance of CUT should not be impacted by extra noise due to IR drop.
A large array of C4 bumps are needed to supply the necessary current for the chip
to operate since a single C4 contact may only provide an average of 50mA of current
delivery to the chip [115]. This becomes a problem in wafer-level testing, where probe
needles deliver the power to the chip.
As Figure 3.2 shows, with technology scaling, the allowable current during wafer
test falls behind functional operation of packaged chips, in which many chips today
already consume >>50A of current. Designing probe cards with thousands of probe
contacts may not only be achievable, but also introduce significant inductance (Ldi/dt)
[111] [37] which increases the power supply noise in this case. Therefore, to ensure
power safety during wafer test, it is necessary not only to be aware of the functional
power limitation of CUT, but also current limitations of tester probes, and ensure peak
current is below these two limits. Most previous low-power techniques aim at reducing
power compared to functional mode, and we believe this work is the first to consider
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Fig. 3.2: Power availability during wafer testing [115].
current limitations of tester probes.
In this work, when performing pattern grading, a WSA threshold, WSAthr, is
used to represent the safe current for both CUT and tester probes. We provide a prim-
itive estimation on how to determine this value, which the later short-listing process
is based on. More specifically, when tester probe current limit is Lt1 which is below
functional limit Lf , as shown in Figure 3.3, WSAthr is chosen based on Lt1; if tester
probe limit is Lt2>Lf , but within the guard band set by the designer to tolerate indi-
vidual differences such as process variation, aging, noise and temperature in the field,
etc, we choose (Lf + guardband), which exceeds Lt2 by a small amount. We believe
tester probe can still work properly in this case. We choose a larger value here instead
of Lf to impose a less rigorous threshold for subsequent pattern short-listing procedure,
so that less patterns have to be replaced. This is to keep final pattern set as compact as
possible meanwhile keeping them power-safe. Finally, if tester probe’s current limit is
Lt3>>Lf , we also consider (Lf +guardband) as the threshold to ensure no performance
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Fig. 3.3: Possible current limit for CUT and tester probe.
degradation during delay test.
We acknowledge other ways of setting threshold as well. It is a flexible variable
that can be adjusted accordingly. If high power test condition is required so as to avoid
test escape, WSAthr can be set as a higher value. If test power should be lowered
to reduced power supply noise thus avoiding test overkill, WSAthr should be set as a
smaller value accordingly. However, power-safety, i.e. CUT and tester current limit
should be valued above all in various scenarios of WSAthr determination.
3.3 Layout Partitioning and C4 Bump WSA Calculation
In order to avoid high peak current above the limit on all C4 power bumps, it is necessary
to monitor current or power behavior on each bump instead of considering solely the
power for the entire chip, since there is a chance that the total power consumed is within
the limit of specification, yet on one power bump, the current drawn is beyond the safety
current limit, thus excessive current flowing through that bump can cause damage to the
circuit underneath the bump as well as tester probe connecting to it. Here, we propose
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the concept of bump WSA (WSAB) as a metric to measure the current strength on a
single power bump, peak bump WSA (WSABP ) to represent the peak current among all
power bumps, and average bump WSA (WSABA) to represent the average WSAB for all
power bumps. In this work, all measurements are performed for the launch-to-capture
cycle.
In order to measure WSAB, two sets of data should be ready: (1) WSAgk, which
is the weighted switching activity of each gate in the CUT and (2) bump location,
which structurally shows how a bump provides current to the gates through the power
distribution network. Description for (1) is presented in Subsection (3.3.1), in which
we describe how transition is monitored and then how weighted switching activity is
calculated; for (2), we analyze the power distribution network, construct layout region
matrix and then map bump locations to the region matrix. These steps are described
in Subsection (3.3.2). Finally, resistance network is described in Subsection (3.3.3), in
which both WSA data and layout partitions are utilized to obtain WSAB for each C4
power bump. In industry designs, the power/ground bumps could be quite dense. We
can divide power bumps into groups with each group assigned a WSAB, which is still
applicable to the method proposed here.
3.3.1 Transition Monitoring
We use simulation-based approach to monitor the transitions in the launch-to-capture
cycle. A value-change dump (VCD) file can be used, but it is only practical for small
circuits or small pattern sets. To eliminate the need for retrieving information from
VCD file, the Verilog programming language interface (PLI) can be used to directly
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access the internal data while simulating the test pattern. The Verilog PLI subroutines
are utilized to monitor which gates switched during the launch-to-capture cycle. A zero-
delay simulation is performed, and transition arrival times are ignored. Only the final
rising or falling transitions are recorded and any glitches during the launch or capture
window are ignored at this point. We will take glitches into account in future work.
As Equation (2.5) shows, both the weight of a switching gate and its fan-out can
affect the WSAgk value, hence the current strength. The PLI routine is also used here
to look up the weight of each switching gate, as well as to determine the number of its
fan-outs. After acquiring all these information, the PLI routine can report WSA of each
switching gate.
3.3.2 Layout-Aware Profiling
In order to locate transitions in the circuit, layout information is needed to identify the
location of each gate. Standard design exchange format (DEF) file is used to extract gate
coordinates, as well as the power supply network. A two-dimensional array (matrix)
can be overlaid on top of the layout that divides it into smaller partitions.
Figure 3.4(a) illustrates how a physical design is divided into smaller regions
based on the power supply network. In this example, there are two straps vertically
across the chip in Metal 6 (M6), two horizontally across the chip in Metal 5 (M5), and
power/ground rings around the periphery of the design. Using the straps as midpoints
for each region in the matrix, the chip is then divided into four columns and four rows for
a total of sixteen (16) regions. Two power bumps are located above the regions of A12
and A21 (A here stands for each area or region), connecting to two separate power straps
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respectively. In the case where there are only straps either vertically or horizontally,
the direction with the straps will be divided in the same manner as before, while the
strapless direction is divided evenly by the same number of regions in the direction of
straps. Theoretically, the layout can be divided into any matrix size, independent of
power network, which is based on two considerations: 1) a smaller granularity provides
a better resolution regarding its resistive path to a power bump. For example, each
region could contain no more than one gate. However, the matrix in this case would
be extremely large and hard to construct, which also requires long computation time;
2) the power straps could be irregularly shaped. In this case, the partitions would not
necessarily be evenly sized as we did in Figure 3.4(a). Without losing generality, in this
work, we only consider layout partition based on straps location. The matrix size would
be (N +2)× (N +2), where N is the number of vertical straps. For example, there are
N = 2 power straps in the example of Figure 3.4(a), which has region matrix size as
4× 4. Similarly, if we place more power straps in the design which amounts to N = 8,
the layout would be divided into a 10× 10 region matrix.
The partition matrix only needs to be created once for each design. When a
switching is detected, the location of the switching instance is looked up and mapped
to a region in the matrix, say Aij , then the weighted switching value calculated using
Equation (2.5) for that instance is added to this region Aij . When simulation ends,
each region is filled with a sum of WSAgk, that is all the transition events that have
occurred in that region. We define WSA which is related to each region as WSAA.
In this work, for example, when applying a delay test pattern, all regions have WSAA
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(a)
A 00 A 10 A 20 A 30
A 01 A 11 A 21 A 31
A 02 A 12 A 22 A 32
A 03 A 13 A 23 A 33
526 318 223 0
474 590 602 345
351 379 425 293
187 253 187 150
(b)
Fig. 3.4: Layout partitions: (a) An example of the power straps being used to partition
the layout into regions. (b) An example of WSAA matrix.
initialized to 0 at the beginning of launch-to-capture cycle. When the same cycle ends,
the partition matrix with each region Aij has a one-to-one mapped WSAAij as shown
in Figure 3.4(b).
Each region in this matrix has a WSAA value that represents the amount of
current needed from power supply, which will be combined with the resistance network
discussed below to determine how much current that region will draw from each power
bump. Note that, a region with a 0 value (WSAAij = 0) in the matrix implies no
switching in the region or even no instance placement in it. This could potentially
happen in some peripheral regions.
3.3.3 Bump WSA Calculation
The power bumps are connected to the highest level metal over the core area. The
highest level metal dominates current flow. That is, the power source, in wafer test
provided by tester probes, is distributed from high level metals to low level ones, then
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Fig. 3.5: Resistance paths from an instance or region to a power bump.
eventually to the power pins of the gates. To obtain current from supply, a switching gate
in a region is likely to draw more current from its nearby power bumps [116]. In other
words, those further-away bumps contribute less to providing current to the switching
gate. Similarly, considering a specific region as a whole, the ratio of current drawn from
different bumps is inversely proportional to the distances from region to bump locations,
which can be characterized by the resistive path between these two objects, as shown in
Figure 3.5. The layout is divided into regions labeled from A00 to A(N+1)(N+1). A power
bump is placed over the right bottom of the core, with coordinates (xm, ym). Suppose a
switching gate with coordinates (xk, yk), located at Aij has r number of paths reaching
the bump through power network. The resistance from the gate (or region) to that
bump can be calculated by Equation (3.1). gAij−>Bm is the conductance from region
Aij to bump Bm. gpathq is the conductance on one power path from Aij to Bm.
gAij−>Bm =
r∑
q=1
gpathq
RAij−>Bm =
1
gAij−>Bm
(3.1)
To make computation easier, which is based on the fact that these resistive paths
are in parallel, we can simply consider the least resistance path (LRP), thus Equation
(3.1) is reduced to be Equation (3.2).
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Fig. 3.6: Resistance path and resistance network:(a) Least resistance plot from SOC
Encounter for a specific power bump; (b) Least resistance network.
gAij−>Bm ≈ gLRP = max{gpath1 , gpath2 , ..., gpathr} (3.2)
Figure 3.6(a) shows least resistance plot in Cadence SOC Encounter when there is
a power bump on a top-right region. The color is plotted based on the rule that regions
with smaller resistance to the power supply are drawn in brighter color with brightness
order: light blue, light yellow then dark red. Therefore, the brightest color, light blue
is observed around the beneath of power bump since these regions have smallest path
resistance to the power supply. Darkest red plot appears in bottom-left regions since
they have largest path resistance to the supply. Figure 3.6(b) presents the resistance
matrix (unit Ohm) constructed based on bump location in Figure 3.6(a). Each region in
the 10×10 resistance matrix is assigned a value based on its distance to the power bump.
The region that have bump directly above its area is assigned the smallest resistance
value, 0, in this example, which corresponds to the brightest region in Figure 3.6(a).
The farther a region is from the bump, the larger R value is assigned to that region. The
maximum value appears at the left bottom region of the matrix, which corresponds to
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the darkest region in Figure 3.6(a). In our procedure, we use Equation (3.2) to obtain
a resistance value for each region. We maintain a separate resistance network for each
power bump. Below we provide the method of calculating WSAB.
Suppose there are (N + 2) × (N + 2) regions, M power bumps, and we have
already obtained WSAA for all regions through transition monitoring, the WSA sum
for a specific power bump is calculated by Equation (5.6). In this equation, WSABm
is the WSA for power bump m, which represents total current drawn from this bump.
WSAAij is the WSA sum for region Aij . This equation can be understood as this: the
WSA on a power bump draws a portion of WSA from each region. The percentage
for this portion is determined by that region’s resistive path to all power bumps. The
detailed discussion for WSAB calculation is presented in step 2 in Section 3.5.
WSABm =
N+1∑
i=0
N+1∑
j=0
gAij−>Bm
M∑
q=1
gAij−>Bq
·WSAAij (3.3)
3.4 WSA Data Validation
The proposed layout partitioning and WSA calculation methods in Section 3.3 are
validated here. Colorful graphic views are presented for the layout partitioning based
WSAA ∗ R plots and IR-drop plot using commercial EDA tools. Moreover, WSAB is
compared with current results obtained from SPICE simulation.
Figure 3.7 shows regional plot for three randomly selected b19 [77] patterns with
each row representing a pattern. The first column is IR-drop plots for three patterns in
a commercial rail analysis tool. In this design, b19, there are four power bumps placed
on the surface of the core. The second column contains 11*11 regional WSAA ∗R plots.
Each region has an associated WSAA which is the sum of weighted switching of all
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Fig. 3.7: IR-drop plots in SOC Encounter vs. Regional WSA*R plots for three b19
patterns: (a)(b)(c) pattern 1, (d)(e)(f) pattern 2, (g)(h)(i) pattern 3.
components within it, as well as an R value which is the LRP from the that region to
the nearest power pad. The product of WSAA ∗ R is represented with a color, with
darker (red) as larger value and brighter (blue) a smaller value. The third column is
the smoothened plot for the second column in the same row, so that there is no explicit
boundary between regions. Now we compare the power representatives between the first
and third columns.
For pattern 1, two areas with largest IR-drop are circled in (a), and they can also
be discerned in (c). For pattern 2, the largest IR-drop appears near both left and right
edges of the core, which are circled in (d), similarly, we noticed dark regions in these
two areas in (f). Pattern 3 has IR-drop darker region on the right edge in (g), which can
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also be discerned in our plot in (i). Also note that, pattern 1 has the largest IR-drop
among the three patterns here. Our WSAA ∗R plot gives the darkest red region among
the three patterns.
The match observed above between WSAA ∗R plots and using commercial EDA
tool demonstrates the effectiveness of using layout-aware WSA as current representative,
and our layout partition scheme in locating the largest switching region. Below we will
show an example of peak power bump WSA in evaluating peak current on power bumps.
Figure 3.8 shows the power comparison between WSAB and Fast-SPICE simu-
lation result. In this experiment, we also place four power pads/bumps above the top
metal level of design s38417 [21], as shown in 3.8(a). Figure 3.8(b) shows WSABP and
IBP observed using dynamic WSA flow and SPICE simulation respectively for seven
TDF patterns. Both these two methods detect the pattern with peak power among all
of them: pattern 0. Also, pattern 156 gives the smallest peak power in the columns. In
our experiments with other benchmarks and more patterns, we obtain the correlation
coefficient between peak WSA and peak current a value between 0.80∼0.85. However,
the WSA model and layout partition method proposed are significantly faster in evaluat-
ing peak current for a pattern, while full-chip simulation is much more time consuming,
even the latter can be regarded as a gold rule.
3.5 Pattern Grading and Low-Power Pattern Generation Flow
The layout-aware power-safe pattern generation procedure integrates bump WSA cal-
culation introduced in Section 3.3 with the existing commercial ATPG tools to prevent
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Fig. 3.8: Power bump WSA data vs. Fast-SPICE simulation result for s38417: (a)
physical layout, (b) maximum bump WSA and maximum current observed
on four power bumps regarding seven different patterns.
patterns from excessively exceeding maximum allowable current. This will also prevent
patterns from over exercising the chip beyond functional stress. The low-power flow is
shown in Figure 5.10, which can be divided into three main steps: 1) TDF ATPG, 2)
WSAB calculation, and 3) low-power ATPG.
• Step 1. TDF ATPG: The first step in the flow involves conventional TDF ATPG
with any commercial tool. In this step, layout information is ready for extracting both
netlist and DEF files. The netlist is then fed to ATPG tools for generating TDF test
patterns, which is called original pattern set in this work. This pattern set is then
passed to fault simulator to determine detected faults and fault-coverage. Note that,
we use random-fill in ATPG to minimize pattern count.
• Step 2. WSAB Calculation: The second step aims to construct a WSAB
lookup table, with row corresponding to different patterns while column for different
power bumps. Each element in this table is a WSAB value that associates with a
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Fig. 3.9: Flow diagram of pattern grading and power-safe pattern generation.
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bump and pattern. To construct such a table, firstly, zero-delay logic simulation is
performed to monitor switching events in each pattern. As only launch-to-capture cycle
is considered, we use parallel pattern simulation instead of serial to save a great deal
of computation time, especially for large designs. More specifically, at the beginning,
the coordinates of all gates, power rings/straps and bumps are extracted from DEF file.
During simulation, WSAgk is calculated for each switching gate using Equation (2.5),
which is then mapped and added to a WSAAij value that associates with a layout region
containing the gate. Thus, a WSAA matrix can be obtained after a pattern simulation is
finished. Each power bump has a same-size resistance network with layout partition or
WSAA matrix, as illustrated in Figure 3.6(a) and 3.6(b). Each cell in resistance network
is based on its LRP to that bump. If there are M power bumps, M resistance networks
need to be created respectively. Then WSAAij is divided into M portions based on
its LRP ratio to all power bumps. We understand that each power bump provides a
part of its WSA/current to all regions. Thus WSAB is obtained accumulatively using
Equation (5.6). This process is iterated for all patterns. The WSAB lookup table can
be constructed when parallel pattern simulation finishes. In the table, each pattern has
M WSAB values, the maximum among which, WSABP , represents peak current for
that pattern.
• Step 3. Low-Power TDF ATPG: After WSAthr is applied, patterns with max-
imum WSABP higher than this threshold will be removed. The short-listed patterns
are called good patterns in our flow. Fault simulation is done on good patterns to get
detected faults, which will be compared with the detected faults of original pattern set
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to determine the missing faults. In order to maintain fault coverage, some new patterns
are generated by ATPG tool trying to cover the missing faults with 0-fill scheme. How-
ever, any of existing ATPG-based low-power techniques can be used in this stage, for
example, the aforementioned [107] [108] [109]. The new patterns, combined with good
patterns form a final low-power pattern set.
3.6 Experiment Results
The layout-aware power-safe delay test pattern generation flow was implemented on
Linux-based x86 architectures with 3GHz processors and 32GB of RAM. The RTL
netlists were logically synthesized in Synopsys DC Compiler [117] in flattened mode with
area optimization, then physically synthesized in Cadence SOC Encounter [93], while
the TDF patterns were generated using Synopsys TetraMax [117]. Pattern simulation
was performed with Synopsys VCS [117] with the PLI procedures implemented in C.
Pattern short-listing and new pattern generation were integrated into TetraMax using
TCL script.
The flow was tested on five benchmarks with different size as listed in the Table
4.2. The number of gates for each benchmark was reported in SOC Encounter after
physical synthesis. Power supply network was designed for each benchmark, which
included power rings and straps. Due to the relatively small size of the benchmarks,
only vertical straps were used. The number of vertical straps used in each design is
listed in the third column and number of WSA regions are shown in the fourth column.
The original pattern set during TDF ATPG is generated using random-fill, and low
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power ATPG uses 0-fill. Results of these three benchmarks are listed in Table 3.2.
WSA threshold value WSAthr is determined as following: firstly, a current limit
Ithr is obtained considering both CUT functional limit Lf and tester probe limit Lt,
as discussed in Section 3.2. Then, the relationship between WSA and current can be
studied through sample pattern simulation and silicon test. With the knowledge of
coefficient between WSA and current values, we obtain WSAthr corresponding to the
required Ithr. A small margin can be added to this threshold for conservative testing
regarding peak current issue. At this point, we do not have access to such data, therefore,
we set a reasonable WSAthr based on circuit functional limit and assuming that the
tester current limit is comparable to functional limit. Note that, we will be implementing
this technique on LSI designs and collect data on silicon to perform correlation analysis
between WSAthr and tester probe’s current limit. WSAthr is a numerical value. In this
experiment, we start with setting WSAthr to a relatively larger value that only 30% of
original patterns are regarded as power-unsafe and will be discarded during short-listing.
However, WSAthr is sometimes associated with a percentage value such as x%, which
means WSAthr is set at a value that x% of the patterns are considered as power-unsafe
and discarded.
In Table 3.2, WSABP represents the peak bump WSA for an entire pattern set.
The result shows that as benchmark size increases, our pattern grading flow performed
more effectively in reducing WSABP (ethernet is an exception). For example, WSABP
in the smaller benchmark s9234 decreased by 7.4%, while for benchmark b19, it de-
creased by 28.9%. The same reduction trend is observed for WSABA. However, pattern
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Table 3.1: Benchmarks characteristics.
# of Total # of WSA
Benchmark Cells Faults Straps Matrix Size
s9234 [21] 974 4910 2 16
s38417 [21] 6235 46642 2 16
wb conmax [123] 19230 163148 3 25
ethernet [123] 118588 667720 8 100
b19 [77] 56093 474160 2 16
Table 3.2: Comparison between original pattern set and final pattern set, WSAthr =
30%.
Bench- Original Pattern Set Final Pattern Set Difference
mark # of Fault WSABP WSABA # of Fault WSABP WSABA Δ Patt. Δ WSABP Δ WSABA
Patt. Cov. % Patt. Cov. % % % %
s9234 167 85.60 754 448 175 85.52 698 390 ↑ 4.8 ↓ 7.4 ↓ 12.9
s38417 180 94.72 6642 4936 190 94.72 5415 4303 ↑ 12.5 ↓ 18.5 ↓ 12.8
wb conmax 2234 40.69 19956.7 12375.8 2130 68.76 15344.9 9094.99 ↓ 4.7 ↓ 23.1 ↓ 26.5
ethernet 3960 96.23 127325 72178.8 4450 94.19 123751 68175 ↑ 12.4 ↓ 2.8 ↓ 5.5
b19 1817 83.26 74482 37666 2129 83.23 52969 28764 ↑ 17.2 ↓ 28.9 ↓ 23.6
count increased more in b19 than s9234, 17.2% for b19 compared to 4.8% for s9234.
Test pattern count increase can be regarded as a trade-off with WSABP reduction in
this flow.
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show WSABP plots for b19 original pattern set and final
pattern set. Since there are multiple power bumps in the design, only the largest WSAB ,
i.e. WSABP for each pattern is selected and depicted in the figures.
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Fig. 3.10: WSA plot for the original random-fill pattern set for b19 benchmark.
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Fig. 3.11: WSA plot for the final pattern set after first round for b19 benchmark.
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Table 3.3: Pattern short-listing with different thresholds for s38417.
Original WSAthr
Pattern Set 30% 40% 50%
# of Patt. 180 190 ↑ 5.6% 193 ↑ 7.2% 185 ↑ 2.8%
WSABP 6642 5415 ↓ 18.5% 5486 ↓ 17.4% 5764 ↓ 13.2%
WSABA 4936 4303 ↓ 12.8% 4144 ↓ 16.0% 4117 ↓ 16.6%
Fault Cov. % 94.72 94.71 94.71 94.71
CPU Run Time 14min 31min 36min 35min
3.6.1 Threshold Analysis
In this experiment, we tried different WSAthr on a same original pattern set and ob-
served different amount of WSABP reduction in the final pattern set. Table 3.3 shows
the results with different threshold, 30%, 40% and 50% for s38417.
As the value of WSAthr decreases, more original patterns are removed during
short-listing with the percentage rising from 30% to 50%, thus possibly more new pat-
terns need to be generated to detect the missing faults. In this scenario, there is a larger
chance that the newly generated ones contain some high power patterns again. This
is observed in Table 3.3. A 30% threshold decreased WSABP by 18.5%, while a 50%
threshold decreased WSABP by 13.2% after the flow. In Section 3.6.3, we explain how
to further reduce WSABP by re-iterating the process.
3.6.2 Alternative Filling Schemes
As mentioned in Section 3.5, the new low-power patterns are generated using 0-fill to
ensure low switching and low power. Table 3.4 shows the results when using different
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Table 3.4: ATPG with different filling schemes for b19, WSAthr = 30%.
Original Final Pattern Set
Pattern Set 0-fill 1-fill adjacent-fill 0-fill
second round
# of Patt. 1817 2129 ↑ 17.2% 2084 ↑ 14.7% 2061 ↑ 13.4% 2171 ↑ 19.5%
WSABP 74482 52969 ↓ 28.9% 72677 ↓ 2.4% 70191 ↓ 5.8% 48415 ↓ 35.0%
WSABA 37666 28764 ↓ 23.6% 32660 ↓ 13.3% 34465 ↓ 8.5% 28582 ↓ 24.1%
Fault Cov. % 83.26 83.23 83.23 83.23 83.23
CPU Run Time 55min 1hr 33min 1hr 43min 1hr 42min 43min
filling methods for benchmark b19 with threshold 30%. We can see that 0-fill gives the
best results for reducing both WSABP and WSABA than other filling schemes such
as 1-fill and adjacent-fill. The final pattern count however is slightly larger using 0-fill
compared to other filling methods. 0-fill reduced WSABP by 28.9%, while 1-fill and
adjacent-fill reduced WSABP by about 2.4% and 5.8% respectively. 0-fill had pattern
count increased by 17.2% while adjacent-fill increased it by 13.4%.
Note that the advantage of using 0-fill in low-power ATPG stage over using it
from the beginning is that, 0-fill can give significantly larger pattern count than random-
fill. For example, we have observed in original ATPG processes for benchmark ethernet
that, random-fill ATPG generates 3960 patterns, while 0-fill gives 7447, almost twice the
pattern count. Thus, 0-fill used in original process gives much more patterns than our
final pattern set, which contains 4450 patterns. Though this huge pattern discrepancy
between different filling schemes is not necessarily a common phenomenon for all designs,
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Fig. 3.12: WSA plot for the original 0-fill pattern set for b19 benchmark.
starting from a more compacted original pattern set and a slightly larger final set using
our flow can achieve both goals of low-power and economical test cost.
On the other hand, 0-fill from the beginning does not guarantee power-safety for
the entire pattern set, which actually includes a lot of patterns that are unsafe, i.e.
WSABP identified above a pre-defined threshold in our flow. Figure 3.12 shows WSA
plot as original 0-fill pattern set. Using the same threshold as in Figure 3.10 and 3.11, we
observe that the first 30 out of 2117 0-fill patterns are all high power, and those would
cause problems to either CUT or tester. Therefore, we maintain that even though the
original pattern set is believed to be low-power, there is still a need to evaluate patterns
in our flow to detect potential high power patterns.
3.6.3 Further Reduction of Peak WSA
It is observed in our experiment that there could still be some patterns that have WSA
above the threshold. For b19 final set, as in Figure 3.11, six patterns are still above the
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Fig. 3.13: Fault coverage loss analysis for b19 benchmark when removing the remain-
ing high-power patterns from the pattern set.
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Fig. 3.14: WSA plot for final pattern set after second round for b19 benchmark.
threshold. There are two ways to make the final pattern set’s WSA completely below
the threshold. One would be to remove the patterns if there are only few of them.
Figure 3.13 shows the fault coverage results in each step by removing 6 patterns one by
one. Fault coverage decreased from 83.23% to 82.91%.
The other method is to run the flow for two or more rounds. In other words, use
the final pattern set obtained in the first run as the original pattern set in the second
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run. In this experiment, we used pattern set shown in Figure 3.11 as original pattern,
for which the WSA plot for the second round is shown in Figure 3.14. For the second
round, no patterns were above WSA threshold any more. In this round, 42 new low
power patterns were generated to make up the fault coverage loss by removing 6 high
power patterns in the first round. Thus, this method took additional CPU run time
to get the final pattern set for the second round. However, we only need to run WSA
analysis for these 42 new patterns, thus CPU run time increase is small, e.g. 13 minutes
for b19.
3.6.4 Power Analysis
We performed power analysis using Cadence SOC Encounter for the original and final
pattern set for b19 benchmark. Without loss of generality, patterns from the original
pattern set that have WSABP above, around and below threshold, respectively are
selected. Table 3.5 shows pattern index, WSABP , total power, switching power and
worst IR-drop for them. From the results, we can see that, pattern 497 has WSABP
the same as WSAthr. Pattern 533 has been identified as a power-unsafe pattern which
has WSABP as 54543, that is 11% above WSAthr, which will be discarded. Pattern
1784 has WSABP of 27039, that is 44% below WSAthr, which will be regarded as a
good pattern and retained during short-listing. We have verified using SOC Encounter
that, pattern 533 consumes 12% more switching power than pattern 497, and pattern
1785 consumes 48% less power than pattern 497.
The IR-drop plots in Figure 3.15 present voltage drop phenomenon in different
regions of the core area. In b19 design, we placed two power bumps above the top left
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Table 3.5: Power analysis for three selected patterns of b19 in SOC Encounter,
WSAthr = 30%, with absolute value 48417.
Pattern Total Switching Worst
Index WSABP Power Power IR-drop
(mW) (mW) (mV)
533 54543 288.51 34.56 234.78
497 48417 243.07 31.53 211.97
1785 27039 152.82 17.25 137.11
??????????????? ??????????????? ????????????????
Fig. 3.15: IR-drop plot for three selected patterns of b19 benchmark.
and bottom right of the core area, so the middle regions experience worst IR-drop in the
design. Again, as shown in Figure 3.15(a), the identified power-unsafe pattern 533 has
largest IR-drop among the three, while the identified power-safe pattern 1785 in Figure
3.15(c) has least IR-drop. Figure 3.15(b) is the IR-drop plot for pattern 497, which has
WSABP right at the threshold and it has limited hot spot in the middle regions.
The power analysis results between bump WSA and commercial tool correlate
well, thus satisfying the power identification purpose in the low-power flow.
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3.7 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a novel layout-aware power-safe TDF pattern generation flow, which
targets flip-chip designs considering its functional power limit as well as current limit
on tester probes. The goal of our flow is to ensure that the final TDF pattern set
is power-safe for both CUT and test equipment. The flow requires a WSA threshold
to be predefined based on the desired power limit. Then we calculate WSA of power
bumps for each pattern. In this step, the layout is analyzed and partitioned into small
regions. WSA for each region is obtained and used to determine power bumpWSA based
on bump locations. The layout partition schemes and power bump WSA calculation
methods are verified with commercial EDA and simulation tools and good correlation
is observed.
In pattern short-listing stage, any pattern from original pattern set that has bump
WSA above the threshold will be considered as power-unsafe and discarded. New low-
power patterns are generated to make up the fault coverage loss. Our experiments
show that for the b19 benchmark, the peak WSA of the final pattern set obtained from
our flow can be reduced by 29%, with 17% pattern count increase and almost no fault
coverage loss. The flow can be easily integrated with commercial and industrial flows.
Our future work includes reducing CPU run time by improving PLI routine to
handle WSAB calculation for industry size circuits more efficiently, such as more com-
pact data structure, faster search algorithm in accessing internal simulation data and
better memory allocation and management. We will be also collecting silicon results on
industry designs, i.e. test probe current to establish correlation between bump WSA
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and current, and determining a WSAthr based on current limit on both CUT and tester
we are using.
Chapter 4
Shift Power-Safe Application of Test Patterns using An Effective
Gating Approach Considering Current Limits
Test power during scan loading or unloading is proven to be larger than that of capture
and functional modes. Scan cell gating has been demonstrated to be an effective method
in reducing shift power during test application. However, the gating logic not only
introduces chip area overhead, reduces timing margin, affect test coverage, but also
increases power in capture mode.
This chapter analyzes the power behavior in scan shift mode, and proposes a
partial gating flow that calculates circuit toggling probability to identify a group of
power sensitive cells. The toggling rate reduction tendency is demonstrated to be useful
in estimating a partial gating ratio so as to achieve a desired shift power reduction rate
for a design. To ensure power safety across entire test session, the toggling reduction rate
metric is enhanced to consider the effect of capture power increase. A complementary
pair of weight factors can be assigned to guide the power sensitive cell selection process,
thus can adjust the power behavior in both shift and capture modes, and achieve an
overall balanced power safety. The impact of gating scheme on fault coverage is also
analyzed using our flow. The signal probability metric along with the proposed gating
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flow are adopted to fulfill power requirements in different practical test environments
when considering current limits of both circuit and tester.
4.1 Introduction
Power consumption has not only become a critical concern in very deep sub-micron
design phase, but also in test stage. Excessive switching activity occurs during scan
chain shifting while loading test stimuli and unloading test responses, as well as in
launch and capture cycles using functional clocks [54]. As test procedures and test
techniques do not necessarily have to satisfy all power constraints defined in the design
phase, the higher switching activity causes higher power supply currents and higher
power dissipation, which can result in several issues that may not exist in functional
operation, for example, high temperature, performance degradation and power supply
noise, or even irredeemable damage to circuit under test (CUT) or tester [100] [101] [40]
[56].
Due to the high capital cost of automatic test equipment (ATE), it is vital for
them to work in extremely safe conditions. One of the greatest concerns is to keep
practical test current and power within their delivery capabilities. As technology scales
and functional density increases, the allowable current during wafer test falls behind
functional operation of packaged chips, in which many chips today already consume
tens of amperes of current [115] [48]. Designing probe cards with thousands of probe
contacts may not only be achievable, but also introduces significant inductance [37] [111],
which increases power supply noise. Much work has already been done to address power
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issues from perspective of CUT, but this does not guarantee all final test patterns are
power-safe during actual wafer test [75]. To ensure power-safety in test, it is necessary
not only to be aware of CUT’s functional limitation, but also current limitations of tester
probes, especially the commonly used low-cost testers in practice [118]. We define the
major goal of this work to be using a low-power technique to keep test power under
a predefined threshold that suits both circuit and tester. Another consideration is the
associated cost. It is well understood that many existing low-power test techniques have
some trade-offs, for example, in circuit performance, die size or test time, i.e. test length.
It is necessary to evaluate the cost of any low-power endeavors before they are conducted
in chip design or silicon test. Another goal of this work is to make power consumption
maneuverable. That is, our efforts can be used as a guide for DFT engineers to meet
various test power requirements optimally.
This work is a development of scan-cells gating methodology, thus it is one of
the DFT-based solutions and requires hardware changes [102] [103] [73] [104] [105] [119]
[120] [121]. It has been demonstrated in [104] [119] that by means of inserting extra
logic on the outputs of scan cells, the transitions to be propagated to the combinational
logic can be frozen, thus shift power can be reduced dramatically. Even with a portion
of test points insertion, i.e. partial gating, the authors observed significant shift power
reduction. Critical paths were considered to avoid timing violations [104]. Nonetheless,
due to the diversity of VLSI designs, not all circuits can be observed to have the same
amount of shift reduction even with full gating scheme. There is no golden rule to
determine a fixed gating ratio that suits all kind of designs. What percentage of gating
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should be applied to their designs still remains a dilemma for circuit designers or DFT
engineers. In addition, the missing part of most previous gating works is that they
ignored the impact of gating elements on capture power, though in a relatively smaller
range than it has on shift power. In many situations, the impact becomes non-negligible.
To remedy the incomplete part of gating methodologies, our work distinguishes from
previous research in several aspects:
1. Evaluating the effectiveness of partial gating methodology and estimating a gating
ratio for a desired shift power reduction rate.
2. Considering capture power increase, which is one of the byproducts of gate inser-
tion. We incorporate it with shift power reduction to devise an enhanced metric
for evaluating a balanced power during entire test session.
3. Considering current limitation imposed by both CUT and tester probes. Our
developed strategy is not sheer power reduction oriented, but rather ensuring
power-safety in test application.
4. Addressing power issues of all kinds of test patterns, i.e. transition delay faults,
path delay faults, stuck-at faults, etc.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 firstly lists some
results on the shift power analysis based simply on different ATPG filling schemes, then
introduces scan cell blocking elements, current limitations and a strategy of achieving
overall power safety. Section 4.3 describes a metric as well as its enhanced version in
identifying power-sensitive scan cells considering the impact on shift power as well as
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capture power. Section 4.4 presents an integrated power analysis flow for evaluating the
effectiveness of gating methodology and metrics. In Section 4.5, experimental results
and analysis are presented. Finally, the concluding remarks and future work are given
in Section 4.6.
4.2 Preliminaries
4.2.1 Shift Power Analysis on X-filling Schemes
Shift power can be extremely large if not taken care of properly. The large switching
activity during scan chain loading and unloading draws such a large amount of current
from power source that a resulting high peak power can possibly damage test chip or
hardware. There has been some discussion about shift power analysis in Subsection
2.6 in Chapter 2. There is more analysis here focusing on power behavior on X-filling
schemes.
Different filling methods on don’t-care bits in test patterns are probably the most
straightforward techniques to achieve a low-power test pattern set, especially 0-fill. In
this part, shift power analysis is performed using five common filling methods imple-
mented in a commercial ATPG tool, i.e. random-fill (R-fill), 0-fill, 1-fill, adjacent-fill
(A-fill), X-fill, as well as the low-power patterns introduced in [75] using a pattern grad-
ing flow. Note that, X-fill is done by leaving the don’t-care bits as X, then changed
to 0 manually. Also note that, the method in [75] primarily targeted peak power in
launch-to-capture cycles thus it is applicable to both launch-off-shift (LOS) and launch-
off-capture (LOC) methods.
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Selecting best filling method should not be done only in terms of power behavior,
as other parameters such as pattern count and test time should also be incorporated in
determining a proper filling scheme in practical ATPG process. The power evaluation
metric here is adopted from [75], i.e. maximum power bump WSA [73] [74] is used
to represent peak power for a specific test cycle. Power bump WSA is the amount of
current that power bump source should provide to drive the switching cells through
power distribution network. For detailed description of bump WSA, please refer to [75].
Figures 4.1 (a)-(f) show peak bump WSA plot for six ATPG filling schemes men-
tioned above on benchmark b19 with over 50 thousands gates in size. The pattern set
is based on transition delay faults (TDF) generated using LOC scheme. The pattern
count and fault coverage are included in Table 4.1, with the last column L-P represent-
ing low-power method in [75]. The X-axes in Figure 4.1 are for cycle indices, covering
entire pattern application process, thus including both shift and capture cycles. Each
dot in the plots represents the peak bump WSA in that test cycle. They do not have
to be the WSA values on a same power bump, as peak current can appear on different
power bumps during different cycles or for different patterns. A data point in the plots
always represents peak WSA among all power bumps in that cycle. The straight line in
each plot is a same safe power threshold as explained in [75] based on functional/tester
current limit. The determination of safe power threshold WSAthr is deducted through
tester probe current limit and CUT current specification, say Ithr, by sampling a few
patterns, calculating correlation between WSA and current, then estimating WSAthr
by Ithr. Here, it is used to generally indicate power level and peak value among all plots
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in Figure 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1: TDF patterns (LOC) power plot for b19: (a) R-fill pattern set (b) 0-fill
pattern set (c) 1-fill pattern set (d) A-fill pattern set (e) X-fill pattern set (f)
low-power pattern screening flow in [75]
.
It is shown that 0-fill has the lowest peak bump WSA during test pattern appli-
cation. However, it might not be a proper filling technique adopted in industrial ATPG
process, as it has a larger pattern count than almost all other basic schemes, which
means longer test time and cost. In some extreme situation, 0-fill is observed to give
as much as twice larger pattern count than R-fill or A-fill. Therefore, a simple 0-fill
scheme is not always the choice for low-power test purpose. Similarly with 1-fill.
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Table 4.1: Various filling schemes for benchmark b19.
B19 R-fill 0-fill 1-fill A-fill X-fill L-P [75]
Pat. Count 1817 2117 2140 1893 2616 2129
Fault Cov. (%) 83.26 83.25 83.25 83.27 83.25 83.23
Peak Bump WSA (1e4) 12.4 7.33 7.86 8.13 7.56 12.16
Peak Cycle Type Shift Shift Shift Shift Shift Shift
Another observation is that, the peak WSA always appear in shift cycles in all
filling schemes. While the work in [75] only deals with reducing launch-to-capture power
during delay test, shift power reduction is the major goal in this work.
4.2.2 Gating Elements
Excessive shift power is partially contributed by the combinational part, which easily
consists up to 50% in a typical industry design. Figure 4.2 is a typical test power report
by in Apache RedHawk [122] upon an industry circuit, in which combinational part
contributes to 51.5% of all dynamic power consumed, while sequential cells contribute
43.5%. The essential idea of this work is to modify a regular scan flip-flop cell structure,
by inserting blocking logic between the scan cell output pin and combinational logic, so
as to prevent switching events during scan loading and unloading from broadcasting to
other logic instances.
A pair of frozen scan cell implementation is shown in Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b),
with the former output frozen at logic 0 and the latter at 1. An extra AND gate is
inserted between flip-flop Q output and combinational logic, with the inversion of scan
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Clocked_inst: 
5.1%
Latch_and_FF: 43.5%
Fig. 4.2: Dynamic power distribution in an industry design.
enable as the other input. During test mode, scan enable is high, the extra inverter
outputs zero which is then fed to the AND gate, thus combinational logic always receives
a logic zero from the sequential cell. When CUT switches to capture mode, the AND
gate becomes transparent. Likewise, an extra OR gate is able to freeze sequential output
at value 1 as in Figure 4.3(b). Using this gating implementation, each inserted gating
module increases total transistor count by 8 when frozen at logic 0, or 6 when frozen at
logic 1.
&
Combinational Logic
CLK
Scan−out
Scan Enable
Scan Enable
Scan−in
Q’
QD
(a)
Combinational Logic
+
Scan−out
Scan Enable
Scan−in
Scan Enable
CLK
Q’
QD
(b)
Fig. 4.3: A scan cell with extra logic at the output frozen at (a) logic 0 and (b) logic
1.
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4.2.3 Current Balance Between Shift and Capture
Shift power is usually observed to be much larger than capture power. Figure 4.4 is an
example of circuit WSA plot during entire test pattern application for benchmark b19
with scan chain length of 74. The pattern set was generated using random-fill. Each
test cycle is associated with a WSA dot in the plot. It can be roughly estimated in this
example that the average shift WSA is 2.5 times higher than that of capture in this
circuit. The peak WSA value indicates peak current flow through the power supply.
Even though the shift frequency is much less than that of at speed, the peak current
during shift can introduce current spike and cause power problem. It is necessary to
lower shift current below a safety threshold determined by both CUT and tester current
limitations.
Scan output freezing can significantly reduce shift power [104] [119], but would
have a negative impact on the capture power, since these additional elements become
completely redundant in capture mode, and the switching of which can draw non-
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negligible current from power supply, especially when scan-cell-to-gate (STG) ratio is
large. Clearly, capture power increase rate is dependent on circuit topology. For some
designs, capture power increase is relatively small and should not be a major concern.
However, it is entirely possible for some designs that high capture power goes beyond a
limit that would cause at-speed power issues, which has not been taken into account in
previous works using gating methodologies.
Let us consider Figure 4.5. Assume Ps and Pc are the original power level for
shift and capture cycles in the non-gated design. P¯s is the desired optimum power-
safe level in shift mode considering power capability of tester probe, while P¯c is the
desired power-safe level in capture mode for CUT working properly. P¯s and P¯c are
not necessarily a same value due to different test frequencies. These parameters can
be quantified through many approaches, for example, power constraints of CUT, early
stage power analysis, power specification of tester, etc. After they are determined, we
give the definition of 〈Δ¯s, Δ¯c〉 as:
• Δ¯s = (Ps - P¯s), power reduction goal for partial gating.
• Δ¯c = (P¯c - Pc), capture power increase margin.
Suppose four gating ratios σi=1,2,3,4 = {10%, 20%, 30%, 40%} are implemented
respectively, with shift and capture power change rate as 〈Δsi, Δci〉 in each case. A
higher σi usually implies a larger Δsi and Δci. However, there are two possible outcomes
for adopting a larger gating ratio: (1) Δsi > Δ¯s; (2) Δci > Δ¯c. It is not power-safe to
consider solely (1) while ignoring (2). To ensure power safety in both shift and capture
modes, there should be a trade-off on the practical gating ratio selection so that Δci does
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Fig. 4.5: Power safety for both shift and capture power.
not go up beyond the margin. A criterion for capture power consideration is specified
by Equation (4.1), where μthr is a predefined threshold to whether consider capture
power or not.
Δ¯c
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
> μthrΔ¯s,no need for capture power analysis.
≤ μthrΔ¯s, consider capture power during gating.
(4.1)
Equation (4.1) can be understood as follows: when Δ¯c is estimated to be greater
than μthrΔ¯s, capture margin is wide enough and there is no risk on Pc value change,
thus we will not consider capture power increase as a drawback during implementing
scan cell gating. Then the problem is reduced to regular gating scheme as in [119].
Otherwise, capture power needs to be taken into consideration. Generally, a smaller
μthr indicates that more importance should be given to controlling Pc to keep at-speed
power at a safe level.
Note that in today’s test flow, Pc can be already above P¯c. Previous low-power
techniques can reduce Pc. Our previous work in [75] can also obtain a launch-to-capture
low-power TDF pattern set that keeps Pc within a threshold. So the assumption in
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Figure 4.5 is that by means of other techniques, Pc is already safe when there is no
gating, and it should not break the power-safe level after applying gating methodology
in this work.
4.3 Power-Sensitive Scan Cell Selection
In any circuit, some scan cells may have a much larger impact on toggle rates of com-
binational logic than the other ones. These scan cells are called power-sensitive scan
cells, by freezing the output of which, a same number of extra gates can reduce more
power than others. Though further reduction can be achieved by gating more scans, it
is not practical due to their impact on area and timing margin. Since we are not always
aware of a specific gating ratio that suits the design, we design the partial gating goal
here to be finding a set of scan cells, by gating which, Ps can be reduced below the safe
level, P¯s.
In order to identify power sensitivity of scan cells, we first calculate a sum of
toggling rate of all instances constituting the combinational part in the normal design,
i.e. no gating on any scan cell. Then the calculation process is iterated for modified
designs by gating each scan cell at logic 0 or logic 1 and compare each time the outcome
rate with that of normal design. These scan cells with larger toggling rate reduction
on combinational logic can be regarded as power-sensitive ones. Note that the power-
sensitive cell identification process is a static analysis based on circuit topology that the
selection result is completely pattern independent and it needs to be run only once.
In order to evaluate the toggling rate of each logic gate, we consider the toggling
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probability of all nets first, since once the toggling probability of output pins are deter-
mined, that gate’s switching probability is defined. The toggling probability of a net i,
TPi, is defined as Equation (4.2), where Pi(0) is the probability for net i being logic 0
and Pi(1) for being 1. For the entire circuit that contains M logic gates, the toggling
rate of CUT, TRcomb, is given as Equation (4.3). The coefficient km is the power weight
for each gatem, that is, a more power consuming gate will be assigned a larger k. Such
information can be extracted from cell library and technology. Note that, reconvergent
fan-outs are not considered in TPi calculation in this work, as the inter-signal correla-
tion will increase the complexity significantly. We are using Equation (4.2) to simplify
the case.
TPi = Pi(0)× Pi(1) (4.2)
TRcomb =
M∑
m=1
km · TPoutput pin of gatem (4.3)
For each scan cell sj, its toggling rate reduction (TRR) is calculated twice for
being gated at either 0 or 1, as Equation (4.4) shows. The larger value among the two is
adopted, which meanwhile determines the type of logic, i.e. AND or OR gate should be
inserted onto the output of sj. To simplify the process, we do not consider freezing the
Q¯ pin of flip-flop, though for some scan cells this pin is also connected to combinational
logic.
TRRsj = max
8><
>:
(TRcomb − TRcomb,sj=0)/TRcomb, for 0 gating.
(TRcomb − TRcomb,sj=1)/TRcomb, for 1 gating.
(4.4)
Initially, all primary inputs (PIs) and pseudo-primary inputs (PPIs) are assigned
a toggling probability of (0.5, 0.5) with the first value in the bracket as probability of
being logic 0 while the latter for logic 1. If probabilities of all input pins of an instance
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Fig. 4.6: An example of net toggling probability and instance toggling rate calculation.
are defined, its output pin’s toggling probability is also determined, which recursively
triggers the probability calculation and determination of its fan-out gates. A TRR
calculation process terminates after no more nets can be updated through this topology
traversal. There could still be a few nets or instances undetermined in the end, which
we assign (0.5, 0.5) to them.
An example of TRR calculation is given in Figure 4.6. In this example, sup-
pose k = 1 for all instances. TRcomb=1.1435. Considering gating D flip-flop s1
at first, PPI1 probability becomes (1, 0) or (0, 1), then by updating probability
on the other nets, we get TRcomb,s1=0=1.0547 and TRcomb,s1=1=1.2091. Then PPI1
recovers to half-half probability, and start to gate s2 using similar process, and get
TRcomb,s2=0=1.0811 and TRcomb,s2=1=0.9375. Finally, TRR of s1 and s2 can be ob-
tained: TRRs1=0.0888/1.1435=7.77%, TRRs2=0.2060/1.1435=18.0%. This demon-
strates that scan cell s2 is more power sensitive than s1, and should be inserted an OR
gate at the Q pin to be frozen at logic 1.
For a large synthesized circuit, its topology can be understood from netlist. We
also start from PIs and PPIs and calculate probabilities of as many nets as possible.
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After scan cell gating iteration is finished, all TRRsj are determined, then sorted in
descending order, with top x% identified as power-sensitive scan cells. The x value can
be adjusted to meet different desired 〈Δsx, Δcx〉. Greedy algorithm is introduced in
[119] to consider correlation between scan cells. They picked up several top scan cells
from the first result, assume they are already gated, then calculate TRR for the rest
ones and sort again, etc. The correlation handling process is more time consuming, and
we did not observe distinct discrepancy on the quality, i.e. Δs of power sensitive cells
between whether considering scan cells correlation or not. It is considered only when
CPU runtime is not a critical concern.
Now let us consider the impact of inserted logic on capture power. D pin of
each flip-flop is fed by combinational logic, and its value will impact the transition
on next arriving cycle. Hence reducing the toggling rate on all D pins can offset the
increased capture power in some degrees, as the launch-to-capture cycle immediately
follows the last shift cycle. Thus, to take capture power into consideration, each scan
cell is associated with a new toggling rate reduction value, TRRD, which benefits power
safety during at-speed test cycles. In order to achieve a balance between shift power
reduction and capture power increase for the gating methodology, we propose a metric,
TRRBL, to evaluate power-sensitive scan cells in Equation (4.5). TRRcombsj for each
sj is defined as same as Equation (4.4), while TRRDsj is defined quite similarly with
Equation (4.4) in a difference that, the TRcomb terms in Equation (4.4) are replaced
with TRD which accounts for toggling rate sum on all D pins of flip-flops. α and β are
two positive adjustable weights assigned based on 〈Δ¯s, Δ¯c〉, or simply μthr. If μthr is
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relatively small, i.e. capture power margin is stringent during test and a larger β needs
to be assigned in this case. All previous work can be seen as an extreme condition with
α = 1 and β = 0.
TRRBLsj = α · TRRcombsj + β · TRRDsj ,
0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1, (α + β = 1).
(4.5)
4.4 Validation Flow
We illustrate a flow in Figure 4.7 that validates the effectiveness of power-sensitive cell
selection proposed in Section 4.3. After synthesizing a RTL description to a gate level
netlist, a stand-alone power-sensitivity detection routine sorts all scan cells based on
their TRRBL value using a pre-defined pair of (α,β) weight, thus a complete scan cell
list can be obtained. Static timing analysis (STA) is done to identify critical paths, and
those power sensitive cells on the critical paths will be removed from the list.
Firstly, we select the top x% flip-flops from this list for freezing. The original and
modified netlists are fed to physical synthesis tool for placing and routing, respectively.
We use original design to generate ATPG patterns, which will be used as stimuli in logic
simulation for evaluating dynamic power of both original and modified netlists. During
serial pattern simulation, WSA for each clock cycle is recorded, which will then be used
to determine both peak and average WSA for that design after simulation finishes. The
flip-flop freezing process is iterated for other gating ratios, for example, 2x%, 3x%, ...
till 100%, a.k.a, full gating. Again, shift and capture WSA are collected from all clock
cycles for those designs. Comparison will be made among different gating ratios, as
well as among different (α,β) pairs. We would like to determine: 1) the effectiveness
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Fig. 4.7: Flow diagram of validating power-sensitive scan cell selection.
of power-sensitive cell selection; 2) an optimum ratio for a specific design; 3) balance
between shift and capture power.
4.5 Experiment Results
The proposed flow is implemented on three benchmarks with different sizes and STG ra-
tios listed in Table 4.2. The RTL descriptions were logically synthesized in Synopsys DC
Compiler in flattened mode with area optimization. An in-house tool was developed to
calculate signal toggling probability and TRR in each design to identify power-sensitive
cells with CPU runtime listed in the last column of Table 4.2 which were obtained on
a Linux desktop with 2.4GHz CPU and 2GB RAM. Gate insertion in netlist was han-
dled by another in-house tool developed in C. The resulting netlists were then placed
and routed using Cadence SOC Encounter. Transition delay fault (TDF) patterns were
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generated using Synopsys TetraMax. Pattern simulation and WSA calculation were
performed with Synopsys VCS with the PLI procedures implemented in C. For rela-
tively larger benchmarks like wb conmax [123] and b19 with a large pattern count, test
cycles to be simulated are selected uniformly from all cycles in the entire pattern set,
so as to save simulation time without getting biased result.
4.5.1 Gating Ratio and TRR Analysis
In this part, we set (α, β)=(1,0), i.e. consider TRRcomb only. So shift power reduction
is the target. We performed scan cell freezing in s38417 from top 3% till 100%. The
maximum TRRcomb was 43.7%, as shown in Figure 4.8. In addition, great linearity is
observed between gating ratio and TRRcomb. WSA is measured for all clock cycles in
s38417 when shifting TDF patterns. Peak WSA results are given in Figure 4.9. It is
observed that shift WSA reduction in s38417 was saturated at TRRcomb around 23%
with equivalently 47% gating ratio. Freezing more scan cells cannot reduce shift power
any further.
Meanwhile, peak capture WSA increase can reach as high as 18%. Even at shift
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Table 4.2: Benchmarks characteristics.
# of # of STG Shift Capture TRRs CPU
Benchmark Scan Gates Cycles Cylces Runtime
s38417 1564 4673 1:3 9646 182 4s
s38584 1275 5793 1:4.5 5700 190 3s
b17 1317 10905 1:8.3 6000 200 28s
wb conmax 770 18640 1:25.4 6250 250 2min
b19 5868 57400 1:9.8 13394 181 42min
saturation point, capture power still has 10% increase. If we focus on shift linear part
in Figure 4.9, that is, when no more than 47% gating needs to be considered, a desired
Δ¯s can be mapped to a TRRcomb value easily. Then a gating ratio can be estimated
from Figure 4.8 accordingly.
Different circuits may not necessarily have the same TRR characteristic and satu-
ration ratio as in s38417. We can perform similar analysis on a design. The information
obtained in this stage can be used to estimate a primitive gating ratio in the beginning.
A hypothetic example is given at the end of Subsection 4.5.2.
4.5.2 Evaluation of Power-Sensitive Scan Cells
To demonstrate the effectiveness of power-sensitive cell identification process, we se-
lected top 5%, 10% and 15% scan cells for freezing respectively and observed their
WSA reduction rates which were compared with randomly selected 5%, 10% and 15%
scan cells. Figure 4.10 shows WSA plot for 1000 shift cycles from 40 TDF patterns
in wb conmax (scan chain length of 25). As gating ratio is increased, shift power is
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Fig. 4.9: Result obtained on s38417: Shift and capture peakWSA change with different
TRRs.
reduced further. With 15% gating, the average WSA is reduced by 36%, which is near
to half the effect full gating can achieve: an 82% reduction in this benchmark. However,
none of the randomly selected ratio has noticeable shift power reduction, as shown in
Figure 4.11. We believe a randomly selection of larger number of scan cells could be-
come effective in shift power reduction, but it will add cost to silicon area, as well as
capture power increase.
Table 4.3 gives more detailed area overhead data, as well as WSA result in shift
and capture cycles for wb conmax. The area data is reported from SOC Encounter,
which is the die size for a specific design. 0% represents normal design, i.e. no gating,
and 100% represents the design with full gating. The WSA data were collected for
all simulated clock cycles. As a 0 or 1-gated insertion introduces different number of
transistors, a netlist generated after random selection does not necessarily have the same
number of gates with that of the deterministic selection using the same gating ratio.
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Fig. 4.10: Shift WSA plot for deterministic scan cell selection.
However, shift WSA reduction ratios are quite distinct among these selection schemes.
For example, a 15% random selection achieved only 6.7% reduction compared to 36%
by using our flow. Therefore, the proposed flow in this work will be very effective in
achieving the shift power reduction goal with much fewer gating elements.
Moreover, if scan gating budget is stringent, we can figure out an optimum gating
ratio for a specific power reduction objective. Consider this hypothetical example.
Suppose a chip is designed to consume k amperes of current during normal operation.
After fabrication, it will be tested on a low-cost tester that provides source and measure
currents within P¯s=2 · k amperes. Partial gating is considered to be applied during
design-for-test to avoid possible power issue during test. A gating ratio is needed to
be determined. Firstly, two groups of patterns, both test and functional are simulated.
Peak WSA data for shift and functional cycles are collected respectively. Assume in this
case, peak shift WSA is obtained to be 2.5 times larger than its functional mode. Thus,
peak current during shift operation is supposed to be Ps=2.5 · k amperes. And Δ¯s =
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Fig. 4.11: Shift WSA plot for random scan cell selection.
(Ps - P¯s) = 0.5 ·k amperes, a 20% shift power reduction requirement. Similar TRR and
power analysis is done as in Subsection 4.5.1. Suppose the plots we get are same with
s38417 in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. We first obtain from Figure 4.9 that a 20% shift WSA
reduction requires a 15% TRR. While TRR is directly proportional to gating ratio, we
can obtain from Figure 4.8 that a 25% gating ratio is able to achieve the goal of Δ¯s.
4.5.3 Capture Power Analysis
Though WSAs in capture cycles are observed to be smaller than that of shift cycles,
the negative impact of power increase during at-speed test cannot be neglected. The
two Capture WSA columns in Table 4.3 show that deterministic selection increases
higher capture power than random selection. Thus, considering TRRcomb alone cannot
address capture power issue. As stated in Subsection 4.2.3, it is required for a design
to keep capture power in a safe threshold, while adding extra logic can possibly break
the at-speed safety line. We proposed a balanced TRR calculation method at the end
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Table 4.3: Characteristics of wb conmax with different gating ratio, either determin-
istic or random.
Gating Power-Sensitive Cells Selection Random Scan Cell Selection
Ratio # of Core Area Shift WSA Capture WSA # of Core Area Shift WSA Capture WSA
Gates μm2 Max Avg Max Avg Gates μm2 Max Avg Max Avg
0% 18460 1296951 74959 59558 45653 38180 18460 1296951 74959 59558 45635 38180
5% 18515 1299178 65088 47803 46337 38597 18515 1299133 73392 58137 45907 38278
0.2% ↑ 13.2% ↓ 19.7% ↓ 1.5% ↑ 1.1% ↑ 0.2% ↑ 2.1% ↓ 2.4% ↓ 0.56% ↑ 0.26% ↑
10% 18577 1301551 56768 41018 46448 38990 18571 1301371 71034 56080 45721 38596
0.4% ↑ 24.3% ↓ 31.1% ↓ 1.7% ↑ 2.1% ↑ 0.3% ↑ 5.2% ↓ 5.8% ↓ 0.15% ↑ 0.83% ↑
15% 18647 1304160 52886 38145 46737 39269 18627 1303592 70259 55569 46496 38814
0.6% ↑ 29.4% ↓ 36.0% ↓ 2.4% ↑ 2.9% ↑ 0.5% ↑ 6.3% ↓ 6.7% ↓ 1.8%↑ 1.7% ↑
100% 19730 1345907 15183 10771 49805 42380 19730 1345907 15193 10771 49805 42380
4% ↑ 80% ↓ 82% ↓ 9.1% ↑ 11% ↑ 4% ↑ 80% ↓ 82% ↓ 9.1% ↑ 11% ↑
of Section 4.3. In this part, we used two extreme combinations of (α, β) on b19 and
observed shift and capture power change. They are: only consider TRRcomb, i.e. (α,
β)=(1,0), which we believe has major impact on shift power, or only TRRD, i.e. (α,
β)=(0,1), which would impact capture power.
Figure 4.12 shows that if we only consider freezing D pins of scan cells, (α,
β)=(0,1), the shift power reduction is less effective than considering mere freezing in-
stance output pins, (α, β)=(1,0), but it introduced less capture power increase when
gating ratio is below 50%, as shown in Figure 4.13. Note that, gating ratio greater
than 50% is not recommended since in many situations shift power reduction becomes
saturated at this rate, as exemplified in Figure 4.9.
The impact of (α, β) change on shift and capture power is also observed in
wb conmax, as shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. Two other weight pairs are also in-
cluded. In (a) we did not see difference on shift WSA change when gating ratio is less
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Fig. 4.12: Shift WSA reduction on b19, based on different power sensitivity calculated
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Fig. 4.13: Capture WSA increase on b19, based on different power sensitivity calcu-
lated by (α, β)=(1,0) and (α, β)=(0,1).
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Fig. 4.14: Shift WSA reduction on wb conmax based on different (α, β) pairs.
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Fig. 4.15: Capture WSA increase on wb conmax based on different (α, β) pairs.
than 20%. When greater than 20% and less than 50%, (0.5, 0.5) and (0, 1) pairs have
less shift power reduction rate than both (1, 0) and (0.8, 0.2), which is expected. How-
ever, they brought down capture power increase rate from 10% to 4%. If capture power
is a stringent requirement during at-speed test, the later two (α, β) would ensure more
power safety during at-speed test.
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4.5.4 Pattern Count and Fault Coverage Analysis
It is shown in Figure 4.7 that we use the same original pattern set for power comparison
among all gating scenarios. However, as new logic is inserted, new faults are introduced,
thus some additional patterns may be needed to cover these new faults. Meanwhile, the
fault coverage seems not to be maintained at the same level with the original non-gated
design. Here we will study these issues.
Pattern count and TDF coverage results for different filling schemes were included
in Table 4.1. They are all launch-off-capture patterns. More results for different bench-
marks and gating ratios are displayed in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The partial gating ratios
(σ=5% to 50% gating in column 1) are based on power-sensitive scan cell identification
introduced in Section 4.3, considering shift power reduction.
Suppose R-fill is the original pattern set. All other scenarios, either different
filling or gating will be compared with R-fill in terms of pattern count. The number
of pattern increase for 0-fill scheme, according to Table 4.4, is less than 5% for s38584
and wb conmax, and around 15% for s38417, b17 and b19. Increase due to 0-fill is not
significant here, but we have had cases where 0-fill would have much larger pattern count.
There are certain cases in Table 4.4 where 1-fill or A-fill has a smaller pattern count
than R-fill. This is reasonable due to the compaction algorithm on combining internal
patterns with don’t-care bits. That is, R-fill does not necessarily has the smallest pattern
count. Now let us consider the gating situation. For the relatively larger-sized b19, a
50% gating ratio will introduce a 10% increase on pattern count. In other cases, the
pattern overhead is around 5%, or even decreases in some cases. The fluctuation of
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Table 4.4: Pattern count for different benchmarks and gating ratios.
Techniques Pattern Count and % Increase
s38417 s38584 wb conmax b17 b19
R-fill 180 273 2234 993 1649
0-fill 206 283 2257 1137 1909
14.4% ↑ 3.66% ↑ 1.03% ↑ 14.5% ↑ 15.8% ↑
1-fill 230 270 2215 1216 2330
27.8% ↑ 1.10% ↓ 0.85% ↓ 22.5% ↑ 41.3% ↑
A-fill 210 274 2212 943 1662
16.7% ↑ 0.37% ↑ 0.98% ↓ 3.03% ↓ 0.79% ↑
σ=5% gating 170 275 2201 1024 1628
3.33% ↓ 0.73% ↑ 1.48% ↓ 3.12% ↑ 1.25% ↓
σ=10% gating 174 263 2210 1066 1719
3.33% ↓ 3.66% ↓ 1.07% ↓ 7.35% ↑ 4.25% ↑
σ=15% gating 169 273 2184 1047 1825
6.11% ↓ 0 ↓ 2.24% ↓ 5.44% ↑ 10.7% ↑
σ=30% gating 184 283 2157 1026 1786
2.22% ↑ 3.67% ↑ 3.45% ↓ 3.32% ↑ 8.31% ↑
σ=50% gating 182 269 2162 1023 1804
1.11% ↑ 1.47% ↓ 3.22% ↓ 3.02% ↑ 9.40% ↑
pattern count is caused by test points number change introduced by scan gating logic.
It can be concluded from Table 4.5 that, various filling schemes have very similar
fault coverage, while gating schemes lose a small amount of fault coverage. This is
expected as the added gating logic introduces a few new faults, as Figure 4.16 shows.
It is observed from TetraMax fault report that, for every 10 newly introduced faults in
Figure 4.16 (a), i.e. Q frozen at 1 situation, only 4 are detectable, while the other 6
are ATPG-untestable. In Figure 4.16 (b), i.e. Q frozen at 0 situation, totally 6 new
faults are introduced, 4 of which are detectable, 1 is undetectable, and one is ATPG-
untestable.
In order to better understand how ATPG tool reports fault coverage, we generalize
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Fig. 4.16: Newly introduced faults by gating elements.
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Table 4.5: Fault coverage for different benchmarks and gating ratios.
Techniques Fault Coverage (%)
s38417 s38584 wb conmax b17 b19
R-fill 97.23 79.58 40.69 86.18 86.22
0-fill 97.23 78.91 40.69 86.20 86.23
1-fill 97.23 78.91 40.68 86.13 86.21
A-fill 97.23 78.92 40.69 86.16 86.23
σ=5% gating 96.31 79.26 40.69 85.84 85.97
σ=10% gating 95.28 78.93 40.69 85.46 85.78
σ=15% gating 95.14 78.51 40.69 85.10 85.40
σ=30% gating 93.41 77.33 40.68 84.18 84.70
σ=50% gating 91.06 75.82 40.70 82.36 83.70
a fault coverage value, FCσ gating based on the gating ratio σ. We demonstrate that,
even though this FCσ gating is calculated as a lower value, for example, as shown in
gating rows in Table 4.5, there is no test quality loss.
Suppose originally there are M scan cells. A gating ratio, σ is chosen to achieve
the current safety specification, while x scan cells will be frozen at 0 and y at 1. The
numbers of different types of faults are listed in Equation (4.6). Considering a simpler
case, all gated scan cells are frozen at 0, i.e. y = 0, the new fault coverage can be
calculated using Equation (4.7).
x + y = σ ·M
Increased TF : 10x + 6y
Increased DT : 4x + 4y
Increased UD : y
Increased AU : 6x + y
(TF, DT, UD, AU definitions in Figure 4.16)
(4.6)
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Fig. 4.17: Fault coverage change for s38417 with different gating ratios due to the
addition of new faults considered by ATPG tool.
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DTorig+4x
TForig+10x
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(4.7)
The relationship between fault coverage and gating ratio for s38417 is demon-
strated in Figure 4.17, based on Equation (4.7). Take s38417 with 15% gating for exam-
ple, DTorig=43885, TForig=45135, M=1564, σ=15%, x=1564×15%=235, FC15% gating≈94.4%,
close to 95.1% reported by the TetraMax tool in Table 4.5.
According to Equation (4.7), for larger-sized circuits, the number of all original
faults (TForig) and detected faults (DTorig) will be much greater than the number of flip-
flops in the circuit. Fault coverage with a similar gating ratio σ under this circumstance
will be impacted much less than smaller-sized circuits.
Moreover, let us consider the six ATPG-untestable faults in Figure 4.16 (a).
Firstly, if there is a s-a-1 fault on the pin A from the inverter, equivalent to s-a-0
on pin Y of the same inverter, as well as s-a-0 on pin B of AND gate, there will be
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wrong capture responses, so these faults can be detected by implication or any func-
tional pattern. Secondly, if there is a s-a-0 on pin A of inverter, or s-a-1 on inverter pin
Y or s-a-1 on pin B of AND gate, the gating logic becomes transparent and there will
be no pattern (structural or functional) that can detect them. However, the existence
of such faults is not catastrophic. Even with these faults undetected, the circuit will
operate properly during both test and functional modes, just as there is no gating effect
in this case. We can optimistically believe that, if these new faults of scan enable signal
are eliminated during ATPG process, we actually have hardly any fault coverage loss,
thus test quality can be maintained.
4.6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a novel power-sensitive scan identification metric and flow. We
demonstrated its effectiveness on power reduction during shift, as well as ensuring
power safety in capture mode. The results showed that capture power increase rate
can be controlled without compromising much effectiveness in shift power reduction.
The parameters in the new metric can be adjusted accordingly to meet different shift
and capture power requirement during silicon test. Meanwhile, the linear relationships
among gating ratio, TRR and shift power reduction rate we have observed can be used
to estimate how much extra logic should be added to achieve the safe power goal. We
also demonstrated in this work that, simple low-power filling schemes are not practical
techniques in achieving power safety. While the gating methodology introduced in the
work has very minor fault coverage loss and does not impact the product quality. In the
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future, we are considering improving the efficiency of TRR calculation routine, running
experiments on non-flattened hierarchical circuits as well as industry designs considering
clock gating and power switches, and observing low-power efforts achieved on industry
circuits based on our methodology in collaboration with our industry collaborators.
Chapter 5
A Novel Method for Fast Identification of Peak Current during Test
Existing commercial power sign-off tools analyze the functional mode of operation for
a small time window. The detailed analysis used makes such tools impractical in deter-
mining test peak power where a large amount of scan shift cycles have to be analyzed.
This chapter proposes an approximate test peak power analysis flow capable of comput-
ing test peak power at each power bump in the design. The flow uses physical design
information, like power grid, power bump location, packaging information, along with
the design netlist. We present correlation studies, on industrial design, and show the
proposed flow to correlate within 5% of the accurate commercial power sign-off tool. In
addition, we demonstrate that this flow, unlike the commercial power sign-off tool, can
process a very large number of transition delay tests in a reasonable time.
Note that, this chapter is an in-depth improvement based on the layout-aware
WSA calculation flow proposed in Chapter 3. However, many steps and topics in this
chapter are more delicate. More elements and parameters are considered to achieve a
more accurate calculation. Here is a summary of differences between this work and the
work in Chapter 3.
1. The flow in Chapter 3 targets only capture cycles. In this work, we extend this
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capability to calculate the power in both shift and capture cycles. Literally all
test cycles are monitored, which makes this methodology an generic test power
analysis flow.
2. The WSA model in Chapter 3 is based on switching toggling. The improved WSA
model proposed in this chapter is based on real loading capacitance values, which
makes the results more accurate.
3. Due to the introduce of real loading capacitance values, the flow proposed in the
chapter is able to report absolute power values for each test cycles with unit W .
4. Layout partition scheme proposed in this chapter is based on C4 bumps location
in package design, while Chapter 3 considers only vertical power rails.
5. The power grid analysis in this chapter is more delicate than that of Chapter
3 with the introduce of global and local PDN resistance. And both power and
ground networks are taken into consider here.
6. The scales of designs used to validate the flow vary significantly between these
two chapters. Here, we will use an industry hard-macro design. Power results ob-
tained in this chapter are compared to those coming out of the most powerful and
delicated commercial IR-drop analysis tool. Chapter 3 uses a smaller benchmark
design and less accurate power analysis tool for power validation.
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5.1 Introduction
Test power differs from functional because scan shift results in much higher switching
activity than the functional mode of operation [124]. Thus, in test mode, chip power
consumption may exceed the power constraint of functional mode based on which the
chip is designed [125]. Issues like power supply noise [101], chip overheating [100], or
test probe burning by instantaneous current spikes could occur [75] during test. This
could result in lower yield and increased manufacturing cost.
To avoid issues with excessive test power, low-power test techniques, ranging from
test scheme optimization, DFT structure modification, to test pattern manipulation
[111] [40] have been proposed. Since these techniques do not guarantee to solve the
problem they have to be evaluated in silicon. The first step in filling this void is to
address the following fundamental problem. Determine, for each power bump of the
design, the maximum current at that power bump when tests are applied. In this
chapter we address this fundamental problem.
Commercial power sign-off tools are not suitable for this problem. Vector-based
power analysis engines are optimized to analyze a time window during functional opera-
tion. Dynamic power/rail analysis done cycle by cycle is not well supported by existing
commercial tools. Consequently, they cannot be used to analyze the large number of
clock cycles required to solve this problem in a reasonable amount of time. Existing
research on this problem proposes to modify ATPG tools by adding power analysis en-
gines. The ATPG tool of [126] can report scan toggling rate and Weighted Switching
Activity (WSA) for tests it has generated. Based on this measure it can classify high
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power patterns and report the peak WSA cycles. Since these tools have no knowledge
of the chip’s physical design it is useful for a rough estimate of the gross power and
cannot match the accuracy of the power sign-off tools. In addition, the estimate is for
the total switching activity of a chip. Detailed information on a power bump by power
bump basis cannot be obtained. This information, and not the cumulative switching
information of the entire chip, is more relevant in identifying test power related problem.
Thus, these approaches do not address the problem of interest in this chapter.
The work presented here differs from existing research in that we incorporate
knowledge of the chip’s physical design. This includes knowledge of the power bus,
decoupling capacitance and package information. In addition, since the proposed flow
have knowledge of the physical location of the power bump and the entire power network,
the bump current can be calculated for each bump, for each clock cycle. This flow will
be discussed in more details in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. As we will see in Section 5.5, the
proposed flow uses an approximation to calculate the individual bump current. This
approximation enables us to use a light weight analysis of the physical design database
which speeds up the computation considerably.
The flow has been implemented and integrated with LSI’s design environment.
The following aspects of the proposed flow have been studied.
Accuracy. We propose a two-step approach. In the first step, a model is derived
from the data computed by both the proposed approach and the commercial power
sign off tool. Since the commercial power sign-off tool is very compute intensive we
perform this analysis on a handful of vectors and a few thousand shift cycles. In the
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second step we use the model and the values computed by the proposed flow to derive
the actual bump currents. Experimental results on some industrial test cases show that
there is a very high correlation between the value obtained by the proposed flow and
the commercial tool. This will be discussed in more details in Subsection 5.5.3.
Feasibility and Efficiency. Data is provided in Section 5.5 to show that the
proposed flow is considerably faster that the commercial power sign-off tool. We also
show, that a very large number of patterns can be evaluated using the proposed flow in
a reasonable amount of time.
Although this work does not completely solve the problem, it demonstrates for
the first time that it is feasible to absorb physical design information to analyze the
power dissipation of test patterns. Future work will address techniques to speed up this
analysis further. Use of this flow in identifying robust patterns, etc. is also a topic of
future research.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 reviews exist-
ing power grid analysis methods, proposed power model, transition monitoring, layout
partitioning based on power bump location and regional WSA calculation. Section 5.3
presents power grid analysis, resistance network construction and power bump WSA
analysis. Section 5.4 contains our validation flow of WSA by comparing them with
commercial power analysis tools. In Section 5.5, experimental results and analysis are
presented. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 5.6.
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Fig. 5.1: Power distribution network model of a flip-chip design.
5.2 Power Modeling and Layout Partition
5.2.1 Previous Work on Power Grid Analysis
Power distribution networks in high-performance digital ICs are commonly structured
as a multilayer grid, called the power grid. The power grid is usually modeled as a RLC
network [127] [128], shown in Figure 5.1, which uses flip-chip package with power/ground
bumps over the core area rather than on the periphery. The package parasitics of the
power pads/bumps are RP and LP . The circuit blocks are modeled as time-varying
current sources that draw current from the power supply (VDD) sources through their
connection points in the power supply grid. Each branch of the power grid is represented
by a resistor Rpg, an inductor Lpg and a capacitor Cpg. Some nodes are connecting to
ideal sources while most others are interconnected by LRC. The simulation of the power
grid network requires solving a large system of differential equations that can be reduced
to a linear algebra system using Taylor expansion [129]. As today’s supply networks
may contain millions of nodes, solving such a huge linear system is very challenging.
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Traditional SPICE-based analog simulators can only be used to simulate very small
power grid networks. Several faster algorithms have been proposed to solve large power
grid networks, including the hierarchical method [130], and the random-walk based
method [131].
However, these delicate node-solving methods are too time-consuming to be adopted
in validating power behaviors of test patterns, as the test session involves numerous time
frames, i.e. test cycles. It only becomes practical that we adopt some alternate power
model and analysis methodology especially developed and optimized for test that we
are able to understand power behavior in the entire test session, especially the peak
current on power bumps. This cycle by cycle test peak current identification capability
is highly demanded in existing power analysis methodologies.
5.2.2 Improved Power Modeling
Power dissipation in CMOS logic has two components: static and dynamic. As leak-
age power (static component) remains a constant throughout the operation session, it
is ignored in modeling and subsequent power correlation analysis. We only consider
dynamic power dissipation caused by charging and discharging of load capacitances.
The power consumption of each instance P is obtained using Equation (5.1). Without
considering voltage droop at this time, i.e. supply voltage V is assumed to be a con-
stant, thus the two variants that could impact power would be load capacitance CL and
switching frequency f . Switching frequency will be considered in Subsection 5.2.3 via
transition monitoring.
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P = CL ∗ V
2 ∗ f
CL = Co +
n∑
k=1
Cwirek +
n∑
k=1
Cinputk
(5.1)
Load capacitance CL is sum of output capacitance Co, the lumped interconnect
capacitance, Cwire, as well as the input capacitances, Cinput of all fan-out gates, as
shown in Figure 5.2. In this example, there are six gates, from G1 to G6. Suppose there
is a 0→1 transition taking place at the output pin Z of G1, which has four fan-out gates,
i.e. A pin of G2, B pin of G3, A pin of G4 and C pin of G5. CL can be obtained by
considering the capacitance of three major items. More specifically, Co, i.e. CG1Z can
be obtained from the standard cell library files regarding the G1 cell type. Clumpedwire
can be obtained from Standard Parasitic Exchange Format (SPEF) file from parasitic
extraction. CG2A , CG3B , CG4A and CG5C can be obtained from standard cell library
files as well. After CL is calculated, we can use this load capacitance value to represent
the energy consumed by this transition. For convenient numerical calculation, a real
CL value, in the unit of pico-farad, will be normalized to a value that can be stored in
an integer or float type of structure in our flow. This internal normalized value is the
weighted switching for this 0→1 transition at G1.
5.2.3 Improved Transition Monitoring
In order to observe the power behavior across the entire test session, including both shift
and capture cycles, the transition monitoring needs to be test cycle based. Unlike the
traditional power analysis methodologies, which usually depend on existing waveform
database to monitor the transitions and determine how many of them falls into each
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Fig. 5.2: Load capacitance calculation.
test cycle frames, our flow monitors transitions along with the simulation process. More
specifically, a Verilog Procedural Interface (VPI) routine is utilized to access the internal
simulation data directly while the test patterns are applied and simulated. The valuable
information collected during simulation includes: (1) the rising edge of primary test
clocks to determine the start/end time of each test cycle, (2) the state of scan enable
signal to determine the working mode, i.e. shift or capture, (3) the advent time of each
transition to determine to which test cycle it belongs, (4) the fan-out gates of each
transition, as well as the parasitic wire capacitance at the transition site. All the above
information are recorded cycle by cycle during simulation, and analyzed to determine
the number of transitions in any specific test cycle. Equation (5.1) is applied to translate
these transition information into weighted switching and power values for the following
region-based layout-aware analysis.
The transition monitoring is embedded in pattern simulation. All test cycles
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are handled in batch processing. The equivalent power values are recorded along with
simulation internal structures. No waveform databases are needed in our dynamic test
power analysis flow.
5.2.4 Improved Layout Partitioning and Regional Power
We simplify the entire circuit test power calculation problem by assigning a group of
instances to a virtual region and analyzing the regional power, which literally equals
the sum of each individual component’s power falling into that region. The power grid
model can be simplified as a result by analyzing regional power grid model instead of
for each instance node shown in Figure 5.1.
When partitioning the layout, we have two concerns. First is that, the compo-
nents in each region should have similar power grid characteristic, which would impose
a limitation on the maximum region size we choose. Too large a region loses the details
of current flow along power grid over that region, and makes bumps’ current value in-
distinguishable around that area, whereas too small a region will have numerous tiny
partitions, the power grid characteristic of which still requires extensive computation
time for solving node voltage or current. In an extreme scenario, each standard cell or
memory cell takes up as one region. There would be millions of regions for a typical
industry design, which contradicts our original intention of layout partition for simpli-
fying power grid model. We believe that, the global Power Distribution Network (PDN)
is the start point of layout partitioning. For example, [75] uses the location of power
straps and rails on highest metal layer (M6) for dividing layout into N ×N regions. For
industry designs, as one example in Figure 5.3(a), which has 11 metal layers, power and
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ground bumps connect to widest metal layer (M11), then M10, M8 by vias, till narrow-
est layer M1 that provide supply voltage for standard cells on the die. The top view in
Figure 5.3(b) shows there are totally 15 bumps over the core area: two rows of VDD
bumps and one row of VSS bumps. With similar consideration with [75], the grains of
topmost metal layer M11 are utilized for layout partitioning. In this example, the VDD
and VSS bump coordinates are aligned for establishing the borders of partitions.
The second concern is trying to make each region a regular shape with similar
size, while bumps are evenly distributed among these regions. Take the case in Figure
5.3(b) as an example. As bumps are aligned in both rows and columns, we create
partition border lines between two adjacent bumps, as shown in Figure 5.4(a). It is
a 7 × 3 partition scheme, with 15 bumps falling into the middle regions. Another
partitioning scheme on the same design is introduced in Figure 5.4(b) to decrease the
size of each partition. We insert an extra vertical line (drawn in dotted line) between
original adjacent vertical lines in Figure 5.4(a) to make the number of vertical partitions
as 13. The horizontal partitions need to be increased as well to maintain a square shape
for each region. Consider the core aspect ratio of this design 1:1.89, the number of
horizontal partitions is re-determined to be 8. We will use this 13× 8 partition scheme
in Figure 5.4(b) for subsequent analysis.
To study regional power consumption, we use regional WSA, WSAA, to represent
its power level. It mathematically equals the sum of WSA of all switching instances
in that region, as shown in Equation (5.2). We expect WSAA to vary cycle by cy-
cle. Especially during scan loading, random bits are shifted in scan chains, triggering
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Fig. 5.3: Power network structure for an industry design: (a) side view of standard
cells, Metal 8 to 11, and power bump cells. (b) top view.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.4: Partitioning based on power bumps location. (a) core divided into 7×3 re-
gions, (b) core divided into 13×8 regions.
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Fig. 5.5: Regional WSA example for one shift cycle of a LOC pattern in the design.
different parts of the circuit to switch. An example of WSAA is illustrated in Figure
5.5. It is based on partitioning scheme shown in Figure 5.4(b) for the industry circuit.
The related cycle is one of the shift cycles. The numbers show different levels of power
consumption in the local area. A 0 indicate no switching within that area.
WSAA =
n∑
i=1
WSAinstancei , for one test cycle (5.2)
5.3 Resistance Network and Power Bump WSA
Once regional power data is ready, the current behavior on power bumps can be esti-
mated by studying power grid structure between these bumps and regions. The power
grid structure manifests as plenty of resistive paths from supplies to current sinks, i.e.
standard cells. The resistance extraction is discussed in Subsection 5.3.1. Current be-
havior of power bump, in this work, represented by power bump WSA is discussed in
Subsection 5.3.2. Likewise, these bump WSAs are test cycle based. After bump WSA
data are obtained for all test cycles, peak bump current can be pinpointed in a certain
cycle across the entire test session.
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5.3.1 Improved Power Grid Analysis and Resistance Network
In high performance digital ICs, power and ground distribution networks are typically
designed hierarchically. A grid structured network is widely used for global PDN design,
while the structure for local PDN, also called block level PDN can be different from block
to block. Typically, the lower the metal layer, the smaller the width and pitch of the
lines, as the example given in Figure 5.3(a).
Figure 5.6 shows a grid structured PDN for an industry design. Power bumps
are connected to the top horizontal metal layer M11. We show M6, M5 and lowest
M1 layers to illustrate the internal hierarchical structure, while hiding other metal
layers in between for simplicity. The lowest level power/ground (P/G) lines on M1 run
horizontally as power rails. Standard cells are arranged in rows and connected to M1
P/G wires with two adjacent rows sharing the same power line. For simplicity, we regard
M11→M3 as global PDN in this example, while M1 and M2 as local PDN. These two
types of PDNs are abstracted and illustrated in Figure 5.7. The least resistive path from
a power bump to a region consists of: global PDN that is vertical power via stack from
power bump to its projection on M3, and local PDN which is the rail path from M3 to
M1 then to region center. It is observed in a typical industry PDN design that local
PDN takes up 80% of the resistance in a resistive path due to the small width of power
line, while global PDN accounts for the remaining 20%. We use Equation (5.3) to model
the resistive path value from supply to a region, the coefficient 0.8 and 0.2 are weights
assigned to these two PDN components. More specifically, resistance of local PDN is
the square distance between bump and region coordinates. The coordinates {xB , yB}
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Fig. 5.6: PDN Structure.
of a bump is the layout partition index of its projection on the die. The coordinates
{i, j} of region is the horizontal and vertical partition indices. We treat global PDN
resistance as constant. If there are M power bumps in the package, the PDN for that
region is its parallel resistance paths to all power bumps, given in Equation (5.4). G is
the conductance value.
Rregioni,j→bumpm = 0.8 ×RMlocal + 0.2×RMglobal
RMlocal = |xB − i|+ |yB − j|
RMglobal is a fixed value.
(5.3)
Gregioni,j =
1
MP
m=0
Rregioni,j→bumpm
(5.4)
The ground network needs to be considered in resistive network as well. Figure
5.8 shows RC modeling for power and ground nodes. Left column is the schematic view
for VDD and VSS current flows. Standard cells are modeled as current sources and
their RC models are shown in the right column. Current flows from power source (VDD
bump) to standard cells, then flows back to ground sources (VSS bump). The voltage
swing on instances’ power pins has to take into consideration both voltage drop on
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Fig. 5.8: RC modeling for power and ground nodes.
power network and voltage rise on ground network. Similar PDN analysis is conducted
toward ground network. If there are M power bumps and N ground bumps, an updated
PDN resistance for a layout region is given in Equation (5.5).
Gregioni,j =
1
MP
m=0
Rregioni,j→bumpm+
NP
n=0
Rregioni,j→bumpn
(5.5)
An example of resistance network is demonstrated in Figure 5.9 for the partition
scheme in Figure 5.4(b). All resistance values in the regions are normalized. The
maximum R appears on the four corners, as none of these regions are geographically
close to the majority of power and ground bumps. The least R appears in region (6,4)
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Fig. 5.9: Resistance network for a 13×8 partition as in Figure 5.4(b).
with value 4.16. It has shortest resistive paths to bumps. Power will be supplied most
efficiently in this area. There is least chance for this local area to experience high peak
current or excessive IR-drop.
5.3.2 Power Bump WSA
Suppose the layout is partitioned into X×Y regions. The package has M power bumps,
N ground bumps. WSAA is obtained for all regions as discussed in Subsection 5.2.4
during one test cycle. Bump WSA for that cycle is calculated by Equation (5.6), among
which, WSABm is the WSA for power or ground bump m, reflecting the amount of
current drawn from or sink to this bump. This equation can be understood as, the
WSA on a power bump m draws a portion of WSA from each region. The ratio for
each region is determined by that region’s resistive path to bump m versus to all power
bumps.
WSABm =
X∑
i=0
Y∑
j=0
WSAregioni,j ×
Gregioni,j→bumpm
M+N∑
k=1
Gregioni,j→bumpk
(5.6)
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5.4 Power Validation Flow
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the proposed bump WSA flow in this work is a fundamental
test power analysis methodology that can not only be used to identify peak bump current
across entire test session, but also guide subsequent analysis such as locating hotspots
during test, power probes assignment for balancing overall power consumption, etc.
The flow is specially adapted to perform dynamic power analysis during test in a fast
manner without losing accuracy in the results. In the remaining part of this work,
we will validate the results produced in our pattern simulation flow by comparing them
with a commercial power analysis tool. The results include: (1) WSAA×R matrix plots,
which will be compared with IR-drop plots in commercial tool; (2) power bump WSA
values, which will be correlated with real power bump current reported by commercial
tool. The validation steps are illustrated in Figure 5.10.
A hierarchical industry design is used for validation. Compressed TDF patterns
are generated. A few patterns are randomly selected for serial simulation. Value change
dump (VCD) files are stored for all levels of design toward entire simulation session.
Our test power analysis VPI routine is embedded in simulation. As soon as it finishes,
regional WSA and resistance network are obtained as introduced in Subsections 5.2.4
and 5.3.1, respectively. All power bumps’ WSA are calculated cycle by cycle as intro-
duced in Subsection 5.3.2. Based on the VCD files, a commercial EDA tool performs
dynamic power and rail analysis in this design. The IR-drop plots are obtained for
several test cycles, which will be compared with our WSA ∗R plots to locate hotspots.
Real power bump current are obtained cycle by cycle, which will be correlated with our
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Fig. 5.10: Power validation flow (results correlated with commercial tool).
power bump WSA values.
5.5 Experiment Results
The power bump WSA flow is implemented on an industrial hard macro with 21,000
flip-flops, 168,136 gates with scan chain length 290. The package design contains 10
VDD bumps and 5 VSS bumps as shown in Figure 5.3(b). TDF patterns are generated
using Mentor Graphics’ TestKompress. Pattern simulation is done using Synopsys’ VCS
with VPI routine enabled on a Linux server with 2.4GHz CPU and 4G RAM memory.
IR-drop analysis and test power bump current report are conducted in a commercial
power analysis tool. In this part, we choose 10 randomly selected patterns for results
collecting, including both shift and capture cycles. It takes 3 hours to finish the 10 serial
pattern simulation with power bump WSA report cycle by cycle, while it takes over one
week for the commercial tool to finish the same 10 patterns. The complexity of our
proposed flow is O(n), where n is the number of test cycles which equals the product of
pattern number and scan chain length. The power grid analysis and resistance network
construction based on PDN and package information, i.e. number of power bumps
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and their locations does not contribute much to CPU run time as it is one-time effort
throughout our flow.
5.5.1 IR-drop Analysis
IR-drop analysis is performed to validate the robustness of power grid and detect local
hotspot. Extensive switching in the design or ill designed power grid will experience large
voltage drop on the components. The regional WSA matrix, as exemplified in Figure
5.5, reflects the switching activity in each area, while resistance network as shown in
Figure 5.9 represents the power grid’s robustness for each area. The combination of
two, WSA ∗R gives an indication of whether voltage source is sufficiently provided for
a local region. Similar to IR-drop plots, we use color-coded maps to plot WSA ∗ R,
with dark red as largest voltage drop and dark blue as smallest voltage drop. We list
six test cycles in Table 5.1. We refer these cycles as the format of P.4 S.290 or P.9 C.1,
where P indicates pattern index, S is shift cycle index and C for capture cycle.
The cycles in Table 5.1 are arranged in descending order by peak bump WSA
(3rd column), which is the largest bump WSA among all power bumps within that
cycle. The second row (P.4 S.290) has the largest peak bump WSA among the six, as
well as largest WSAA × R (5th column). Similarly, the cycle’s absolute peak current
(4th column) and worst IR-drop (6th column) reported by commercial tool are largest
among them. P.9 C.1 experiences least voltage drop in these cycles, reflected in both
our flow and commercial tool. Note that, there is a bump peak current (4th column)
saturation phenomenon observed for the first four cycles when current value is over 1A.
The saturation could be due to on die decoupling capacitances which the commercial
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 5.11: WSA ∗ R plots for: (a) P.4 S.290 (c) P.2 S.273 (e) P.9 C.1. IR-drop plots
for: (b) P.4 S.290 (d) P.2 S.273 (f) P.9 C.1.
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Table 5.1: Six test cycles with different power level.
Pattern Cycle Peak Peak Bump Worst Worst
No. No. Bump Current WSAA ∗R IR-drop
(LOC) WSA (A) (mV)
P.4 S.290 14609 1.06 10904 206.2
P.4 S.265 11282 1.05 9102 200.8
P.9 S.290 9831 1.00 8721 179.0
P.2 S.273 7726 1.00 6513 161.2
P.2 C.1 5091 0.46 5919 150.1
P.9 C.1 3368 0.29 3267 121.5
tool takes into consideration during power analysis.
The voltage drop plots for three cycles: P.4 S.290, P.2 S.273 and P.9 C.1, are
shown in Figure 5.11. Left column is WSA∗R plots, which are the products of regional
WSA matrix and R matrix and shown in color-coded map. A smoothened option is used
to obscure the borders between two adjacent regions. We notice a local hot spot around
region (12,0) as circled in all the six plots. Overall, P.4 S.290 has most red/yellow
regions in both Figure 5.11(a) and 5.11(b), indicating most switching activity in this
cycle. Again, P.9 C.1 is the quietest pattern among the three, as demonstrated in Figure
5.11(e) and 5.11(f).
One of the advantages of our flow is that, WSA ∗R can be plotted cycle by cycle
in batch processing. There may be different local hotspots in different test patterns or
cycles. They can be all identified quickly using our flow.
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5.5.2 Correlation Analysis
The correlation between bump WSA and current is analyzed in this subsection. Data
points for shift and capture cycles are collected separately. As there are much more shift
cycles than capture’s in typical TDF patterns, we mainly study correlation between
shift WSA and current. There are 43,500 total data points for all shift cycles in the
10 randomly selected patterns. On one specific VDD or VSS bump, the data points
are 2,900. Correlation result of current behavior for each power bump is given in Table
5.2. We see a 0.98 correlation coefficient for almost all power bumps. More specifically,
Figure 5.12 has WSA vs. current plots for two bumps. Figure 5.12(a) for VSS bump
in location (2,4), and 5.12(b) for VDD bump in (2,0). The data points almost form
linear lines for both two bumps. This strongly demonstrates that power bump WSA
can be used as an alternative to real bump current during test power analysis. Our
methodology serves as a convenient way to identify high peak bump current for test
patterns, eliminating the need of using other power analysis tools or methodologies in
evaluating peak current, while the latter processes are usually extremely time-consuming
to obtain valuable results for test patterns.
5.5.3 Current Estimation
The current (I) estimation problem can be described as performing a linear Mean Square
(MS) estimation of random variable I by WSA using the function shown in Equation
(5.7), while achieving a minimum estimation error e = em. Applying the probability
and estimation theory, when the scaling factor A and offset B are set values in Equation
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Table 5.2: WSA and current correlation for each power bump
Power Power Coordinates Data WSA and I
Bump Type in Partition Points Correlation
1 VSS (2, 4) 2900 0.98
2 VSS (4, 4) 2900 0.98
3 VSS (6, 4) 2900 0.98
4 VSS (8, 4) 2900 0.98
5 VSS (10, 4) 2900 0.99
6 VDD (2, 0) 2900 0.98
7 VDD (4, 0) 2900 0.98
8 VDD (6, 0) 2900 0.97
9 VDD (8, 0) 2900 0.98
10 VDD (10, 0) 2900 0.98
11 VDD (2, 7) 2900 0.98
12 VDD (4, 7) 2900 0.98
13 VDD (6, 7) 2900 0.98
14 VDD (8, 7) 2900 0.98
15 VDD (10, 7) 2900 0.98
(5.8), e is minimum. Note that, r is the correlation coefficient between WSA and I,
σ is standard deviation of each variable, and η is the expected value, i.e. mean of the
variable.
e = E{[I−(A∗wsa+B)]2}
e = em
(5.7)
A = rσI
σwsa
, B = ηI −Aηwsa
em = σ
2
I (1− r
2)
(5.8)
Figure 5.13 shows estimation steps and results for VSS bump (2,0). Firstly, 10%
of all shift data points are randomly selected to build the linear model in Equation (5.7).
The scaling factor A and offset B are calculated as Equation (5.8). The linear model is
plotted as a straight line in Figure 5.13(a). Secondly, I values for the remaining 90%
data points are estimated. A comparison between predicted I and reference I values
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Fig. 5.12: Relationship between WSA and current for two bumps: (a) VSS bump (2,4),
(b) VDD bump (2,0).
is shown in Figure 5.13(b). It forms a line with 45 degree slope across the coordinates
origin. The estimation error for all 90% data points is shown in Figure 5.13(c). Most
errors are within 5%, except for some outliers when current is over 1A. This is the same
peak current saturation phenomenon mentioned in Subsection 5.5.1.
The high correlation between bump WSA and current makes it possible to esti-
mate the latter using the former. This is useful if a real power bump current value is
needed, for example, when power-safety needs to be guaranteed during wafer test, and
current supplied by power probes connecting to bumps must be under a limit specified
in unit ampere. A small set of learning data establishes a estimation model for current.
Using it, the real current values for all power bumps during entire test session can be
estimated.
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points used as learning subjects. (b) predicting the remaining 90% current.
(c) prediction error.
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5.6 Conclusions
A layout-aware peak test current identification flow was presented in this chapter. It
uses a layout partition scheme to monitor switching activities locally. The package
information with power bump locations is processed to construct power grid model,
a resistance network representing the resistive paths from topmost metal bumps to
component/region on the die. Power bump WSA for all test cycles is obtained. The
results on an industry design correlated with commercial tool very well. The whole
bump current analysis method is integrated in test pattern simulation. It provides cycle
by cycle analysis results with small simulation time overhead. The flow can be used to
estimate real current values on all bumps during entire test session. It is a fundamental
methodology that can detect high peak test current, and ensure power-safety during
test.
Chapter 6
Summary
Power has been an important issue during deep sub-micro design phase. However,
power during test is becoming a more and more important factor and needs to be
addressed for the ultimate goal of improving test yield. The reason behind this is,
power dissipation during scan testing can be much greater than during normal operation.
During normal operation there is correlation between successive states of a circuit and
hence relatively few flip-flops change states in successive clock cycles. However during
scan testing, a vector can have values such that a large number of flip flops change
states in consecutive cycles as the vector is shifted into the scan chains. This can
result in greater switching activity in the circuit than during normal operation, thereby
increasing power consumption.
The study of test power in this thesis mainly focuses on two different types: shift
power and capture power. Especially for delay test, shift and capture use different
test frequencies. Moreover due to difference of power consumers, these two test modes
vary on the techniques of adopting low power techniques, as well as methodologies for
performing test power analysis. The main subject of this thesis is the power of transition
delay test, including both shift and capture cycles.
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This thesis begins with Chapter 1, which contains the fundamentals of VLSI test,
covering the topics of test cost and quality, fault model, test generation and design-
for-test structures such as scan cell, compression logic, built-in-self-test and boundary
scan design. Note that, although the main research subject in this thesis is transition
pattern, and almost all the experiment results are collected upon them, the theory
and methodologies can be applied to other fault models as well: stuck-at, path delay,
bridging faults, etc. In the end of Chapter 1, power during test is emphasized as the main
research topic throughout the thesis. Basic power and energy basics are given. Common
test power issues are discussed. Test power estimation challenges are elaborated. One
of the greatest contributions of this thesis is that a fast power analysis flow is proposed
and firstly introduced in this Chapter.
Chapter 2 covers some primitive test power analysis based on the proposed WSA
model, as well as commercial power and rail analysis tools. These experiments, though
lacking of fine precision, provide an overview of power behavior during various test sce-
narios. For example, timing-aware ATPG, though, increasing test pattern length and
CPU run time, does not necessarily jack up power level much. The IR-drop phenomenon
is caused by both current demand (WSA) and power delivery network. It has to be lo-
cality analysis based. Two selected examples in Subsection 2.5 show that: (1) a pattern
with higher gross power does not necessarily experience the worst IR-drop among the
pattern set. On the contrary, a medium level power pattern may have severe IR-drop
in a local region due to the extensive switching happening there as well as far distance
to the power supply; (2) patterns with same level gross power may experience twice the
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difference on worst IR-drop. The results collected in this chapter demonstrate the ne-
cessity of being layout-aware in analyzing test power. Other experiments are performed,
including shift and functional power analysis. The results on a same benchmark show
that, the peak power during shift can be 10 times higher than that of functional mode,
while capture peak power is 5 times of functional power. Therefore, shift and capture
power need to be taken care of separately before the test patterns are applied on testers.
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of power-safety with the objective that by iden-
tifying and replacing high WSA patterns, all final patterns have capture power under
a pre-defined threshold. The test power analysis flow is layout-ware. A DEF parser is
used to read in all components’ coordinates on the layout and map them into different
partitions which are created based on the top metal stripes location. Transitions moni-
toring is based on simulation VPI. After the peak WSA on a power bump is calculated,
the patterns are sorted in descending order. All patterns with capture WSA above a
threshold are discarded and replaced with low-power fill pattern set without losing fault
coverage. In this way, capture power level is maintained in a safe level.
Chapter 4 introduces an effective scan cell gating methodology to reduce shift
power. As a great portion of shift power is triggered by the combinational logics that
connect to the scan network, by blocking the access from scan to logic can effectively
eliminate these unnecessary switching. Full scan gating is not adopted due to large
area overhead. A metric of power sensitive scan cell is proposed to identify those scan
cells with higher impact on the shift power based on statistical switching probability
analysis. Only these power sensitive scan cells are considered for Q output gating.
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Results show that for some designs, only 10% scan cell gating can achieve over 50%
shift power reduction.
Chapter 5 is a continuing work of Chapter 2. The work in this chapter let the
capture power flow become more generic for analyzing all test patterns covering nu-
merous shift cycles and capture cycles. Almost all concepts proposed in Chapter 2
are improved and become finer here: WSA model, layout partition scheme, transition
monitoring covering all test cycles, resistive power grid analysis and bump WSA calcu-
lation. The experiments are performed on industry hard-macro designs. Power/current
measurement results are correlated with one of the most powerful commercial IR-drop
analysis tools. High correlations are observed on both power and current. However, we
should realize that, the commercial power flow is not effective for analyzing test power.
Instead, by adopting the proposed power analysis flow proposed in this chapter, both
efficiency and accuracy can be achieved regarding test power analysis. This methodol-
ogy is believed to be the first endeavor for covering whole test process power monitoring
and is layout-aware at the same time.
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